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Carter Tells Striking
Farmers That Backlash
May Hurt Their Cause
PLAINS, Ga. (AP) — President
Carter is warning farmers besieging
his hometown with pickup trucks and
tractors in a demonstration for higher
prices that triggering a consumer
backlash will hurt them. •
By the score, the farmers were,
converging on Plains today, asking to
see Carter personally about their
demands. The president's spokesman,
Rex Granum, said Carter hadn't
decided whether to meet with the
farmers.
As long as farmers let the con-
sumers know they have got a problem,
that is good," the president said
Thursday. "But if they ever turn the
consumers against them, they will be
worse off than their were before."
The protest by farmers, some of them
on strike, resembled a "tractorcade"
that paralyzed this little country town
Nov. 25. Estimates of the number of
tractors in that demonstration ran to
20,000. They brought traffic to a stan-
dstill.
State strike leader Leighton Kersey
of Unadilla, Ga., called today's
demonstration "a peaceful protest." He
told reporters: "We realize these are
the holidays, and there'll be a lot of
traffic. We don't want anybody to get
hurt."
Some of the tractors in town before
sunup bore signs saying: "We're
through working for nothing" and "Eat
today — you may not be as fortunate
tomorrow."
They were parked along the road
through town near Carter's old peanut
warehouse and processing plant. -
Most of the demonstrators, however,
drove pickup trucks. "It's too cold to
drive the tractors." one said. Some of
the farmers in the last demonstration
reportedly suffered frostbite.
During a stroll down Main Street on
Thursday to wish old friends Merry
Christmas, the president dropped in on
his cousin, state Sen. Hugh Carter, at
his antique shop, and got a vivid ac-
count of the last protest.
-I knew you were for them," the
senator told the president, "but it was
hard for me to ... they were a little
angry. They wanted you down here.
They started shouting, you know, 'We
want Jimmy. We want Jimmy. Where
is Jimmy?"
The president was at his Camp David
retreat in the mountains of western
Maryland at the time.
During a brief exchange with
reporters at the end of his walk and
prepared statements afterward, the
president said:
—He has made "all the decisions" on
the fiscal 1969 federal budget, which he
will propose to Congress next month.
But he will take one more look at the
1 SHOPPING DAY'TIL CHRISTMAS
budget summary when he returns to
Washington. He "absolutely" intends to
balance the budget by the end of his
first term in 1981.
—He is putting the "final touches" on
an executive order carrying out his
_reorganization of the nation's in-
telligence agencies, giving CIA
Director Stansfield Turner budget
authority over all of them.
—He thinks it is "regrettable" that
Congress adjourned without com-
pleting action on his energy program.
—He is nominating Frank C.
Carlucci, ambassador to Portugal, to
be Turner's deputy at the CIA, and
Richard J. Bloomfield, ambassador to




Dr. Howard F. Newell, a member of
the faculty since 1970, has been named
assistant dean for graduate studies in
the College of Business and Public
Affairs at Murray State University,
effective Jan. 1, Dr. David L. Eldredge,
the dean, has announced.
He succeeds Dr. Andy Sikula, who
has been named dean of the College of
Business and Administration at
Chicago (Ill.) State University, els.
fective the same date.
A native of Decatur, Ill., where his
mother, Mrs. Bernice Newell, still
lives, Newell has been an associate
professor in the Department of
Economics. He received his un-
dergraduate degree in 1963 and a
master's degree in 1965 from Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale, before
earning the doctorate in 1974 at Indiana
University.
Before coming to Murray State, he
was an instructor of social sciences at
Kansas State Teachers College at
Emporia.
Mrs. Newell is the former Deborah





FRANKFORT — The Governor's
Council on Agriculture has adopted a
resolution supporting the transfer in
jurisdiction of the state's two animal
diagnostic laboratories. -
The laboratories, located in
Hopkinsville and Lexington, have been
operated by the state Department of
Agriculture. By executive order issued
Oct. 25, Gov. Julian Carroll transferred
jurisdiction to Murray State University
and the University of Kentucky,
respectively.
In its resolution adopted Friday, Dec.
16, at a meeting in Lexington, the
Governor's Council, on Agriculture
noted the goal of ;feater utilization of
these facilities and called upon "all
agencies and persons involved to work
together to insure that the diagnostic
needs of Kentucky's livestock
producers will be fully served."
HOSPITAL HOLIDAYS — The Murray-Calloway County Hospital is
decorated for Christmas, since it is one of the few local establishments that
won't close its doors for the annual observance. From left are second floor
LAST MINUTE REQUESTS? — Shane (left) and Matt Jennings appear to be
making some last minute requests for Santa Claus before the Jolly Elf makes
his yearly visit Christmas Eve. The youngsters visited with Santa in his special
house on the courtsquare in Murray Thursda) afternoon. They are the sons of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jennings of Murray.




Murray Police Department is
currently investigating at least 27
separate acts of vandalism reported in
the city from 8 p. ni.-to-11;30 p m.
Thursday-.
Police say 21 car owners reported
broken side windows to the department.
Four businesses in the city also
reported broken glasses—Complete
Auto Repair, Steve Sanders' law of-
fices, Overbey, Overbey, and Overbey
law offices; and the glass in a South
Central Bell booth located at 8th and
Main near Murray Middle was broken.
Police had no suspects early today
although a police spokesman said in-
vestigating officers theorize the same
person or group of persons did the
vandalism.
A police spokesman said most of the
windows were shot with either a small
caliber weapon or pellet gun.
Most of the acts of vandalism were
concentrated in downtown Murray or in
the - Capri-Cheri parking lots or
Chestnut and just off 12th Street.
The police spokesman said the in-
cidents of vandalism last weekend that
left at least eight police, county deputy
and state police auto tires cut are
probably not connected with the glass
breaking Thursday evening.
The police spokesman said the
department received the first report
about 8 p. m. and the final report about
11:30 p. m. Police say, however, the
vandalism incidents probably occurred
between 8p. m. and 10 p. m.
The spokesman estimated total
damages at between $1,200 and $1,500.
Itinerary For Band Trip
To Miami Announced
The Murray High Band will depart at
4 a. m., Tuesday, Dec. 27, for a week in
Florida including participation in the
Orange Bowl Parade.
The itinerary for the trip has been
released by band director Joe Sills and
is as follows:
•HighCourt Upholds Dismissal
Of Libel Suit In Circuit Court
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Court of Appeals • today
upheld the dismissal of a libel attion by
foriner state official Harry M. Sparks,
in a case involving a letter to the editor.
The three-judge appellate panel said
there is a difference between a flagrant
and reckless attack on a public servant
and legitimate criticism of a public
figure.
Sparks, former state superintendent
of public instruction and president of
Murray State University until his
retirement in 1973, sought the
Democratic nomination as state
senator from his district in the May,
1975 primary.
On May 24, four days before the
election, the Murray Ledger & Times,
which had endorsed Sparks' candidacy,
published a letter from Jimmy Boone in
its letters to the editor section.
Boone cited several examples of what
he called lack of leadership on Sparks'
part, and asked voters to give that side
of the candidate's' record serious
consideration.
Sparks was defeated for the
nomination and sued Boone for libel.
A Calloway circuit court jury found
Boone's letter not libelous.' -
The appeals court upheld that
decision, citing the First Amendment.
which prohibits recovery by a public
figure unless he can prove wit
"convincing clarity" that a defarnato-
falsehood was made with actual malice
— that is actual knowledge of falsity 'or
reckless disregard of the truth.
The court noted that First Amend-
ment protection has been expanded by
the courts to apply specifically to
candidates for public office.
The judges said there was no
evidence to show that the statements in
the letter were false. They said the tone
of Boone's letter was moderate,
although it was obviously written to
counter-balance the newspaper's en-
dorsement with' the holie that Sparks
would lose the election.
"There must be limits placed on the
right of individuals to attack public
figures and candidates for public office,
but such individuals are always subject
to fair comment and criticism when
they attempt to put themselves in a
good light with the public," the court
said in a unanimous decision. "For the
criticism to be actionable, malice must
be shown."
Prospects For White Christmas Dim
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Prospects
for a White Christmas in Kentucky are
pretty dim, which is in keeping with the
state's record, the National Weather
Service says.
The weather bureau, which defines a
White Christmas as a day with at least
an inch of snow, says a green Christmas
is more likely than a white one. The
extended forecast calls for above
freezing temperatures and a chance of
rain Sunday.
Statistically, the weather bureau
says, the chance for snow on Christmas
ranges from 6 percent in extreme
western Kentucky to 10-20 percent over
eastern Kentucky.
Last year, light rain began falling
over Kentucky at midmorning and,
nurses' station; the insurance office; a miniature Santa, Michael Gollihue,
Infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gollihue of Mayfield; and Jason Mahan, son
of Mr. and Mrs. John Mahan of Murray with the Dietary Department's cookie
house.
It's Business As Usual At Hospital Christmas
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
and Convalescent Division will be open
for business as usual on the Christmas
holiday. Unfortunately, illnesses
always make it necessary for some
people to be hospitalized during the
holidays. The hospital will be open —
providing 'health care to all who need it
— on Christmas Day as it is 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year.
"At this extra special time of year,
MCCH extends holiday cheer to all il
patients atal visitors," a hWt4k.
spokesman said.
Each floor and each office in the
hospital is festively decorated.
Christmas trees of all sizes, snowmen,
Santa Clauses, stockings, and angels
abound.
Being hospitalized during the
Christmas holidays is particularly
difficult for children, the spokesman
pointed out. Murray-Calloway County
Hospital makes- a - special effort to
ensure that pediatric patients have a
Merry Christmas, the spoketrnan
added. Santa Claus, and even Mrs.
Claus, visited the children several
times during the week.
Patients in the Convalescent Division
have also been busy with Christmas
activities. A group from the New
Providence Church of Christ, the
firactical nursing students and others in
the hospital entertained the patients
with holiday parties and caroling.
On Christmas Day, patients on
regular selective diets may choose -
from a full variety. of traditional
holiday foods, including turkey, ham,
dressing and gravy, yams, cranberry-
relish and pumpkin pie. Even persons
on special diets receive a Christmas
menu prepared especially for their
diets. The nearly 100 employees on duty
Christmas Day are invited to have a
traditional Christmas meal in the
hospital's coffee shop.
To complete the holiday celebration,
all the babies in the nursery on
Chrlstrniss Day are dressed in
_miniature Santa suits. '5
generally, lasted through nightfall.
Statistics going back to 1871 show the
chances of a White Christmas in
Louisville are less than 15 percent.
Over the past 20 years, however,
Louisville tras had four White
Christmases.
The Louisville area's last White
Christmas occurred in 1969.
Tuesday will be a trivet day with the
band arriving in Kissimmee, Fla.,
around 9p. m.
Wednesday will begin with a ball-eta y
rehearsal after which the band will
attend Ringling Bros. grpiAlferid..
Thursday the band members will go
to Disney World where they will be
featured in the 9 p. m. parade through
the park.
On Friday, the band will again
rehearse before traveling to Maimi
where they will appear in the first
"Great Bands of Orange Bowl" field
exhibition in the Orange Bowl Stadium.
Saturday will begin with another
rehearsal followed by free time on the
beach at Ft. Lauderdale. The band will
appear, in the Orange Bowl_ parade .
Saturday evening which will be shown
locally on WPSD-TV, channel 6, and
WSM-TV, channel 4.
On Sunday, the band will watch a
rerun of the parade on a local Miami tv
station, have a devotional service, and
visit the Miami Seqquarium.
Monday, Jan. 2, the band will depart
for Murray and will spend that night in
Cordele, Ga. The band will arrive
home in Murray sometime around 8 p.
m., Jan. 3.
The band will be telephoning reports
of their daily activities to local news
media..
"We wish to thank our community for
the support we have been given," Sills
said. It has truly been an amazing ef-
fort on everyone's part in helping us to
reach our goal.
"We pledge, to do our best in
representing Murray and the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky in this most
Important event," Sala added.
Attempt At Santa Act Falls
LONGVIEW, Wash. (AP) — Robert
Huff is wondering how Santa does it.
Robert, 10, couldn't quite get down the
chimney.,
Robert forgot his key when he left
home early Thursday and found
himself locked out when he returned a
short time later with anothei
youngster, said authorities.
Robert climbed on the roof and
slipped down the chimney.
A neighbor, standing at her kitchge,
sink, saw the boy's head drop out at
sight as he fell. She shouted to her
husband and he called police.
Longview police and firemen found
Robert had fallen about 10 feet and was
wedged in the damper area, his legs
dangling in the firebox.
Officers worked him free after a long
struggle.




LAMONI, Iowa (AP) — A Christmas
gift to Graceland college would be
difficult ta wrap, but it's practical. It's
a farm.
Paul Thompson, 50, donated his 475-
acre farm and its feedlot to Graceland
along with 600 head of feeder cattle,
feed and other supplies, said Graceland
President Frank Hough.
inside. today th.sedion-,„age,
Mike Gotdried hasn't even taken time out for Christmas
shopping since coming to Murray, writes Mike Brandon,
Murray Ledger & Times sports editor. Brandon has an
exclusive interview with the newly appointed Murray
State University grid coach in today's edition, page 8.
partly cloudy
Becoming partly cloudy by
afternoon, warmer with high in
the low to mid 50s. Partly cloudy
and not as cold tonight with lows
in the upper 30s to low 40s.
Increasing cloudiness with
chance of showers by late af-
ternoon Saturday, high in the mid
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Mr. and Mrs. Willie Darnell of 2114 Orr Street, Poplar Bluff,
Missouri, announce the engagement of their only daughter,
Daralina Ann, to Ricky Lee Hodge, also of Poplar Bluff.
Miss Darnell is a senior at Poplar Bluff High School, where
she is a member of Beta Club, Decca Club, and participates in
many other activities. She was named to Who's Who of
American High School Students, 1977. She is also active in the
Rainbow Assembly No. 96-in that city. She is employed at
Butler County Abstract Office.
Mr. Hodge is a 1977 graduate of Twin Rivers High School of
Broseley, Missouri. He is enrolled at Three Rivers Community
College in Poplar Bluff for the spring semester, and is em-
ployed at Poplar Bluff Hospital. He is a member of the Order of
Demolay.
Wedding plans are incomplete at this time.
The Darnells are former residents of Murray. Mr. Daniell is
retired from the Murray Division, Tappan Company. Mrs.
Darnell was affiliated with the Library Science Department at
Murray State, and Daralina attended school at University




No shopping for senior
citizens will be held today.
Tuesday, December 27
Lake Area Singles will meet
at seven Tic at the-IVA—or- •p• •
Marshall County, Benton, with
a special speaker. This group
is open to all divorced,
widowed, or never married
persons. Call 753-0499 for
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a, m._at the
Dexter Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from terra. rrt to three p. m.
for activities by the Senior
Citizens.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Inn.
Murray TOPS (Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p. m.
Aglow fellowship will meet
at Kenbar Inn, Gilbertsville,
at 10:30 a. m. This is open to
all interested persons in the
area.
Thursday, December 29
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for activities by the Senior
Citizens. Table games will be
at one p. m.
HAVERSTOCK
TWIN BOYS
Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Haverstock, 204 South Sixth
Street, Murray, announce the
birth of twin boys, Ryan Smith
and Sean Sullivan, born on
Tuesday, November 29, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Ryan weighing six
pounds five ounces and Sean
weighed seven pounds nine
They have one duaghter,
Kaylin, age 31/2. The father is a
partner in the law firm of
Bughes, Gregory, and
Haverstock, Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. E. J. Haverstock of
Mansfield, Ohio, formerly of
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin English of Ada, Ohio.
HOWARD BOY
Dr. and Mrs. Russell
Howard of Memphis, Tn., are
the parents of a baby boy,
Robert Sawyer, weighing five
pounds eleven ounces,
measuring 181/2 inches, born
on Tuesday, December 6, at
the Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis.
The father is completing his
residency in internal medicine
at the Baptist Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. W. Rudolph Howard of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Sawyer of Metropolis, Ill.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. R. T. Howard of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. J.
D. Dillinger of Gleason, Tn.
Calorie-watchers' soup:pufee
cooked vegetables and combine
them with clear, fat-free meat
or poultry broth, skim milk and
seasoning for a nutritious and
filling lunch or supper dish.
A complete royal meal, priced
right! You'll enjoy a tender filet
steak, your selection of potato,
and thick slice of Stockade
Toast, plus salad with your
favorite dressing, plus
your drink.
Good after 5:00 p m. 41 1  owl N
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Stone, sister of .the bride, Mrs.
Nannette Durham, sister of
the groom, and Mrs. Sharla
Gream and Miss Krista
Stanley, cousins of the bride.
Following the reception the
couple left for a four days
honeymoon on Lake Barkley.
The Xi Alpha Delta chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi held its
annual Christmas party on
Thursday, December 15, at
the Ellis Center.
The festive evening began
with the sorority members
and their husbands enjoying a
pot luck supper. Following the
supper, Santa arrived and
distributed each sorority
member with a Christmas gift
from her secret sister. He also
had a gag gift for each
husband present.
After all the gifts were
opened the group enjoyed a
game of "Playing Hands With
Santa." The lady with the high
score of the evening was Linda
Hodge and Bobby Martin had
the high score for the men.




The couple is presently
residing with the bride's
parents, but will be leaving
soon for Cherry Point, North
Carolina, where the groom
will be stationed while in the
U. S. Marine Corps.
Debbje Brandon, Ile and
Tomhy Brown, Carolyn and
Jeç/y Caldwell, Barbara
Ch cutt, Rheanetta and
Charles Coleman, Joyce and
Darrell Gibson, Mary and Joe
Graves, Linda and Dickie
Hodge, Vicky and Mike
Holton, Sue Ann and Ronnie
Hutson, Beth and Dayton
Lasater, Debbie and Donny
Lyons, Shirley and Bobby
Martin, Jeanie and Mike
Morgan, Peggy Shoemaker,
Joyce and Bruce Thomas,
Pam and Randy Thornton,
Barbara and Willie Williams,
Glenda and Bobby Wilson,
Lois and John Ruiz, and Janet
and Frank Robinson.




GENE SHAUT, NBC TV
WE ARE NOT ALONE
OSE ENCOUNTERS
OF THE THIRD KIND





Adults 3.00 Children 1 SO
No Posses•No Bargain Nits
Mt. Carmel Carolers
Sing For Area Homes
Thirty-five members of the
New Mt. Carmel  Baptist
Chaa, near New Concord;
with their pastor, the Rev.
George White and his wife,
went out caroling on Sunday
evening, December 18.
They visited in front of nine
homes where there were shut-
ins because of illness. They
then went to the home of Glen
and Brenda Stubblefield for
The Willing Workers
Sunday School Class of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
met at the Sirloin Stockade on
Monday, December 19, for the
Christmas Party.
Mildred Harrison had
charge of the devotional
thought on "Putting Joy Into
Your Life."
Each member brought a gift
to be presented to Children's
Church. The class presented
gifts to their teachers, Mrs.
Mildred Harrison and Mrs.
Ruth Warren.
Members present were:




and sow leader, Tony Mc-
Clure, *ere Presented with a
Christmas donation as a love
offering from Sunday School
classes.
Already the pastor had been
honored with a party and gifts
by his church at the Hazel
Community Center.
Mary Turner, Patsy Neale,
Betty Gentry, Nancy Bogard,
Jane Willoughby, Linda
Roach, Judy Hughes, Linda
Cooper, Gladys Williamson,
Pat Dalton, Patty Knott, Della
Boggess, Carolyn Carroll.
The next meeting will be on














FROM BEYOND THE STARS._
AT WAR WITH COMILLA
FOR THE EARTH!
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Miss Rhonda Lavelle Stone
of Hazel became the bride CC
Marine Private First Clam
Keith Munroe Wallace of
Murray at the First United
Methodist Church, Murray, in
a simple impressive
ceremony on Friday,
December 9, at seven p.m.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Stone of
Hazel Route Two, and the
groom.. is the .son of Mr. and
Mrs. Terry Manning of
Houston, Texas.
The double ring candlelight
ceremony was performed by
the Rev. Dr. James A. Fisher,
Sr., of Murray.
The program of music in-
cluded the song, "If," and was
sung by Miss Patricia
McKenzie. Danny Hutson
sang "Love," a song for which
he wrote the words and music,
with Miss McKenzie as ac-
companist. The traditional
wedding march was played by
Mr. Hutson. Following the
wedding vows the couple left
the altar to the theme of
"We've Only Just Begun."
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her brother,
Freddie Joe Stone, and given
in marriage by her parents.
Her floor length wedding gown
was fashioned of white bridal
satin and trimmed in rose
lace. The waistline was
trimmed in lace with tro lines
of lace running down the front
of the skirt which terminated
in a brief train. The dress had
a scooped neck with ruffles
and lace, and the long
overhanging cuffed sleeves
were trimmed in ruffles and
lace.
Her three layered veil was
of bridal satin and net. The
bride's wedding gown and veil
were made by Mrs. .Lora
Willis of Buchanan, 'rn.
The bride wore a diamond
star pendant necklace that
was a gift from her parents.
Her bouquet was of white
daisy mums, yellow roses, and
baby's breath with blue ribbon
streamers.
Miss Susie Adams of Hazel
was the maid of honor. The
bridesmaid was Miss Clara
Adams, also of Hazel. They
each wore a floor length
yellow dress and carried a
long stemmed yellow rose tied
with a blue ribbon.
Larry Smith served as best
man for the groom, and Gary
Oliver was an usher.
Mrs. Stone, mother of the
bride, wore a long sleeved
navy blue street length dress
with black accessories and a
corsage of white carnations.
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Manning, chose to wear a long
sleeved cream street length
dress with gold accessories
and a corsage of white car-
nations.
The bride's sister, Miss
Rebecca Stone, and the
bride's cousin, Miss Krista
Stanley, attended the guest
register.
Reception
The reception, hosted by the
bride's parents, was held in
the social hall of the church
following the wedding
ceremony.
The serving table, spread
with a white linen cloth, was
centered by the three tiered
white wedding cake decorated
with yellow roses and white
lace bells crested by a
miniature bride and groom
statute. The bridal bouquet
accented the wedding scene.
The cake was made by Mrs.
Bill Dover of Hazel.
Assisting with the serving of
the punch, nuts, mints, and
cake were Miss Rebecca
For Each Original Print
Minimum 10 For S4.90
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North Fork News---
Me Many Persons Visiting Here For Holidays; Persons Ill
Dr, Adamsffamed
By Lambda Chi
Dr. Eddie R. Adams,
assistant professor of in-
dustrial education at MurraY4
State University, was recently--
honored as the -Outstanding
Teacher of the Year" by the
brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha. Dr. Adams received a
plaque from the brothers at
their annual Christmas
Dance.
Dr. Adams has been an
instructor at Murray State
since 1968. He received his
Bachelor of Science and
Masters of Education at North
Texas State College and his
Doctorate of Education at the
University of Missouri.
The Murray State chapter of
Lambda Chi Alpha is one of
over 200 chapters presently
maintained at colleges and
universities throughout the
United States and Canada.
Pacers Club Meets
At The Slow Home
Eleven members of the
Pacers Homemakers Club
attended the lovely Christmas
potluck luncheon on Wed-
nesday, December 14, at the
home of Martha Slow.
Members participated in a
recipe exchange and a
Christmas cookie sway.,
The next meeting will be
held on Wednesday, January







Even Santa makes mistakes and Bright's
has made allowances for this. If
Santa makes a mistake at your house,
bring it back and we'll gladly do
whatever is necessary to make you
happy. We do this because for 66 years
making you happy has been our most
important policy. Merry Christmas
and Many Happy Returns!
BRIGHT'S
Of Murray Will Be
CLOSE
Monday
By Mrs. It. D. Key
Dec. 19, 1177
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
sum.
Memphis, In., Wednesday for
Howard to have a check-up
with his doctor. He reported
he was doing fine and to report
back in six months.
Mr. and Mrs. Tellus Orr
visited Virgil Paschall on
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frances
Deering spend Wednesday
with Mrs. Ovie Wilson. They
returned to their home in
Detroit, Mich., on Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
visited Mrs. Nina Holley and
Mrs. Jessie Paschall on
Sunday afternoon.
Vergil Paschall was able to
attend church Sunday after
several Weeks illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes
and Rudy Key visited Mrs.
Sadie Bucy on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins on
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
visited Bro. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr on Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke visited Mrs. Ada
Vandyke on Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Nance
and son, Michael, and Mrs.
Holice Grooms visited Mrs.
Myrtice Nance, a patient in a
hospital in Nashville, In., on
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
visited Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
Jones on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Flet-
cher were supper guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Fletcher




Mrs. A. C. La Follette
showed slides and made
comments on her trip to the
Holy Land and the Middle
East at the meeting of the
Alice Waters Circle of the
First United Methodist
Church held Tuesday,
December 13, at 9:30 a.m. at
the beautiful new home of
Mrs. Louis Hicks on Camelot
Drive in Kingswood Sub-
division.
The chairman, Mrs. Cortez
Byers, presided with reports
being given by Mrs. A. M.
Alexander and Mrs. W. L.
Alford. The circle voted to
make a donation to Wayman's
Chapel for help on work being
done on their church.
Mrs. Byers said the District
Officers Training Program
will be held at the First United
Methodist Church, Paris, Tn.,
on Sunday, January 8, at two
p.m.
The hostess, Mrs. Hicks,
served Christmas cookies, tea
and coffee, to the members
and one guest, Mrs. Edith





Group of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church held its
Christmas party recently at
the home of Susie Scott in
Mayfield.
Natalie Brown and Laura
Paschall presented the
Christmas program which
consisted of scriptures and
Christmas poems.
The group planned a
caroling session on December
22. Gifts were exchanged
between secret pals.
Mrs. Scott served refresh-
ments to Susie Cathey, Becky
Nance, Laura Paschall, Gail
Turner, Marketia Orr, Gladys
Williamson, and Mary Janice
Cooper.
The English walnut- is a no-
sive of Iran, not England.
***-************tc3ig***Ise*******41,
GIFTS for CI-MISTIVIAS
VACUUM CLEANERS From $49 UP
ELECTRIC QUICK BROOM From $32.95 UP
KITCHEN ITEMS it COOKWARE From $2.50 UP
PAUL WINSLOW'S
N 11111Si thrineic Plata Nerray We twit-Any 9acnse Cleaner, Freultaie lt
lit*********** ***************0
honor of Gary's birthday. -
Steve and Cindy Phelps and
Miss Susan Nicks visited Bro.
lirs—Isinai on 
Sunday.
- Junior Kuykendall and son,
Keith, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Kuykendall, Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Kuykendall, Bro. Randy
Kuykendall and girl friend,
Karen Perry, were dinner
guests of Miss Sylvia
Kuykendall on Sunday.
Mrs. Bettie Jenkins visited
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones
Sunday.
Othel Paschall and • son,
Gerald, Mrs. Rena Paschall,
Mrs. Kay Malray, Max
Paschall, and Hildred
Paschall visited Arlin
Paschall in Henry County
Hospital last week.
Bro. and Mrs. Hallie Cook
visited Mrs. Sadie Bucy on
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins got a call from their
son, Mike and family in Iowa
saying they would be home for
Christmas which made them
very happy.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
got a call from their daughter,
Susan Lee and Family in
Roseville, Mich. Mrs. Lee said
they would be home for
Christmas if weather permits.
Sheekid they have lots of snow
and five, telly _zero
Michigan.
Mr. and Mrs. htike Pistil's
and children of Isie`ty, Jersey
will arrive this week to swim
Christmas with Mr. and MiS:
Charles Paschall and othtlf
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Hill,
Mrs. Sadie Bucy, Mrs. Henry
Sykes, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr,
and Herbert Orr visited Mrs.
Thelma Byars on Sunday.
• Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes
and son, Brian, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Lonoice Harrington
in Parsons, In., over the
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke on Tuesday.
Baiely Grooms is not as
well. Mr. and Mrs. Cortez
Bedwell of Michigan spent last
week with them helping to
care for Mr. Grooms.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr,
Rickie and Brian, were supper
guests with the Glynn Orr
family on Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessee
Hopkins and son, Mike, of
Chicago, Ill., are here to spend
Here is a special Christmas
poem but the author is
unknown:
"THE KEY TO CHRISTMAS"
To Unlock the door of
Chriatroas _
We first must have the key.
What is the key to Christmas
Sought for by you and me
Long before we had a
Christmas
There was faith in people's
minds
That a Saviour would come
into this world
To save people of all kinds.
This Saviour came through
God's great love
And men came from far
Christmas with Mr. and Mrs.
Taylor_ Owen and Mr. and
Mrs. Rufus Hopkins.
Mrs  
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Grooms
gn Thursday and Friday: —
Mrs. Brenda Jenkins is ill
with the flu.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Pistills
'aiutchildren, Pam and Steve,
of New, Jersey, and Mr. and
Mrs., George Whitford of
Nashville, TG attended
church at N Fork on
Sunday and were dinner
away
Bringing gifts to show their
love for him,




Giving with the spirit God
gave from above?
If we do we've found the
answer
For the kg to  Christmas is
love.
Here's wishing each and




 liguests of the 'Charte
Paschal's.
% The Kut 'N Kurl Bea ShopAt the S outhside Shopping Center has a new,ownet, Joan
Colson. Operators are Paulette "Janney, Jackie and
Jeanette Morgan. We would like to invite you to ta d-
••• vantage of our Christmas Specials. which will run Dec. 10 Hutt
N 22 and Dec. 2,6 thru 29. AN permanents are $2.00 oft.Frostings are $18.00 including conditioner and set. We arelooking forward to serving you.






PRICE 2 PK G
Pac.Kage of 2 unrecorded 8-tract
tapes Record your own favorite,
0 min each 180 min total
WHEN ROSES HAS A SALE — THE SALE!








Package of 3 unrecorded Cassettes




MUSIC FOR EVERYONE- Selected Group of LP's & 8-Tracks.































EVERYTHING FROM ROCK TO COUNTRY & SOUL.










Some Congresses ntay be
remembered—for their fiery
debates. Others for their wild
spending sprees. This one will
be remembered_ for.sncking the
American worker (and his
employer) for a $227 billion
increase in Social Security
taxes 10 days before Christmas.
President Carter calls the
new &vial Security WI "a good
resolution of a very serious
problem." He might more -
accurately have called it an act
of fiscal desperation aimed at
preventing the Social Security
system from going broke.
5 The new legislation
demonstrates once again the
need for a hard-eyed look at
why Social Security has
become so expensive and
whether we can continue to
".: pour money into -retirement
:= benefits that otherwise could be
-used to buy homes, .educate
children and expand job op-
portunites.
Over the'ne,p 10 ears, Social
Security taxes'Aii,ill more than
triple for many iiiorkers. The
maximum tax this yer was
$965 on incomes of $16,NO.,_a
year or more. By 1987, the-,420
maximum tax will have in-
creased to $3046 on incomes of
$42,600 or more. The tax rate
hitself will have risen from 5.85
percent to 7.15 percent, or from
11.7 percent to 14.3 percent if
you include the matching
amount paid by the employer.
The need for new ,money in
the Social Security systerp is
indisputable. Without it, the
trust fund for disabled workers
would run dry in 1979, the trust
fund for retired workers in 1983.
.441... the Rapesd. by
congress ..may Se the worst
thing that's happened to the
family budget since the price of
oil quadrupled four years ago.
Some business analysts say
tife—goCial Seetnify- Mill will —
shrink purchasing power,
stimulate inflation, slow down
economic growth and cost the
county as many ,as 350,000 jobs
by 1982. A tax on wages, after
all, is a tax on hiring. Small
companies won't hire that extra
secretary or that new salesman
if they can possibly avoid it.
Once. the impact of the new
taxes if fully felt, Congress will
be under pressure to start
taking money out of the federal
treasury for Social Security
instead of expecting 107 million
workers to carry 33 million
retirees.
The trouble with this ap-
proach is that there isn't any,V
money in the federal treasury-
only a string of deficits- now
running roughly in the neigh-






'Social Security always has
°periled. fan a pay-as-you-go
basis. pig may be hard on the
average working stiff, but at
lptist it's a reminithat those
benefits Congress keellis,han-
dling out to Uncle Ed re
coming out of Cousin Bob's






LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Is Uncle
Sam discriminating against members
of the original Women's Army
Auxiliary Corps?
"It's sad but true," says Juanita
Knipp. "We're the forgotten GIs of
World War did our part but they
refuse to award us all the behef its
available to other veterans."
Mrs. Knipp donned the khaki uniform
of the WAAC in 1943 and was sent to Ft.
Oglethorpe, Ga., for basic training.
"After it was over, I was assigned to a
desk job so that a man could be freed
for combat."
She thought she had enlisted for the
duration of the war.
"I had been on active duty about
seven months when the government
decided to change the WAAC to the
Women's Army Corps. We were given a
choice of staying in or leaving."
Mrs. Knipp accepted an honorable
discharge and came home. "I felt I had
done my part for the country and if the
need ever arose, I would have my
veterans' benefits to fall back on."
It was a bad assumption.
In September, 1969, she attempted to
obtain treatment at a Veterans
Administration hospital here and was
told "we don't recognize your discharge
papers. You didn't serve in the
military. You have no rights."
Shocked by the refusal, Mrs. Knipp
picked up her pen and began writing
various congressmen for help. The
letter and telephone campaign has been
going on nearly nine years and Mrs.
Knipp recently scored a minor victory.
"I finally got the Veterans
Administratin to admit that former
WAACs — and there are about 800 of us
still alive - — are eligible for
hospitalization, a place in a retirement
home or a military funeral if we want
one.
"These concessions wouldn't have
been possible without the work done by
my congressman, Ron Mazzoli, who
must have put the heat on somebody in
Washington. He sent me a letter
outlining the benefits that were going to
be available and when I showed it to the
, VA they gave in."
But the 55-year-old crusader isn't
satisfied.
She points out that other veterans can
obtain an education or a home loan, and
"we can't. TVs not fair. How can anyone
look upon us as civilians? We- did
everything...but carry a gun. And we
would ha* been glad to pick up one if it
were necessary to help protect this
nation."
Adding fuel to her argument is a
recent congressional decision to grant
full GI benefits, retroactive to World
War II, to all members of the Women's
Air Force Service Pilots. It was a
civilian group attached to the Army Air
Force.
"I'm very happy for these ladies,"
said Mrs. Knipp. "I think they should be
recognized. So should we."
Two years ago, Congress killed a bill
which would have granted equal
privileges to the WAACs. Now, there's
another floating around in the House of
Representatives and Mrs. Knipp is
looking for volunteers to work for
passage of the legislation.
"I can't do it alone," she said. "If
there are any former WAAC members
out there, please stand up and be
counted."
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected.
representatives serving our area. '
FEDERAL LEVEL 
A
Any senator or representive
may be reached througit the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Were are the mailing addresses:
Sen: Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep.  Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenherger •
Route 7
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
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Hope for A Better Day
MicaD,. the fearless preacher of
righteousness, was called of God to
deriounce the terrible evils that were
blighting his people—oppression of the
poor, unscrupulous use of power, lack
of integrity, scorn of religion, and
greedy corruption in both the religious
and political circles. As God's faithful
messenger in those days of terrible
spiritual declension, Micah stressed the
fact that one's religion should manifest
itself in upright and godly living.
Micah not only rebuked the
wickedness of the secular rulers, but he
also denounced the sins of the princes,
the priests, and the prophets. These
religious leaders had failed to honor
and because they were seeking their
own personal benefit and advancement.
Micah told them that God was not
pleased with any mere self-satisfied
• conformity with the outward formes of
worship when the eternal principles of
right and wrong were diregarded. He
told them that for all their offenses
against God and their fellowmen they
were to be punished.
Micah 4:1-5
Micah did not limit his description of
conditions as they were in his day, but
he portrayed them as they will be at the
end of this age. He gave much valuable
information regarding future events.
After warning the people of his era that
their rejection of God and His love
would bring them sorrow and
judgment, he broke forth into a glowing
prophecy of the glory that is to come
during the future reign of the Prince of
Peace. The phrase, "in the last days,"
refers to the time when the people shall
go up to Jerusalem to hear God's Word,
to seek His will, and to learn to walk in
His ways. Micah visualized multitudes
from different nations, who had
previously walked in their sinful ways,
journeying to-Jerusalem, which will be
a city of exception beauty and brilliant
splendor, in searcy of instruction from
the Lord.
The predictive element is quite
prominent in this passage. Whereas
corruption kept Jerusalem from being
the kind of place that God wanted it to
be in Micah's time, the prophet saw a
,glorious day in the future when sin and
idolatry shall be abolished, and the
Messiah shall reign, nations shall be
characterized by materialism, this
coming, age is to be characterized by
spirituality. True unity will exist
-among nations. It will be a time of
peace, safety, and satisfaction. War
will be abolished, and the weapons of
destruction will be converted into in-
struments of usefulness. Men will give
themselves to peaceful pursuits, and
there will be personal and universal
prosperity. Want and poverty will be
banished, and there will be perfect
contentment.
-They shall sit every man under his
vine and under his fig tree" refers to
the fruitfulness of the ground, or
agricultural prosperity. When peace
becomes permanent all debilitating
fear will disappear. Micah made it
clear that God's kingdom will be
supreme, universal, Christ-centered,
peaceful, and prosperous. To this
glorious time, when He shall reign
whose right it is to do so, we look for-
ward with joyous anticipation.
Micah 5:2-4
This beautiful Messianic passage is
one of the most remarkable predictions
in the Oldl'estament. There is nothing
more certain than that Micah referred
to Jesus Christ as the one who would be---
born in Bethlehem, a little village in one
of the divisions of Palestine. This
prophecy regarding the birthplac,e of
the Messiah, which was made seven
centuries before the birth of Christ, so
identified the exact place as to make
both the prophecy and its fulfillment a
testimony to the inspiration of the
Bible. There is none other who can
fulfill Micah's prediction than Jesus
Christ who was born at Bethlehem, was
crucified on Calvary, was raised from
among the dead, and was received back
into heaven, from whence He will come
again to reign in righteousness,
governing with equity, justice, and
truth. Christ Jesus, who was appointed
by God the Father, and who
acknowledged His responsibility to God
rather than to the people, will rule
without fear or favor, and will ad-
Minister justice to all. His rule will be
characterized by stability, strength,
compassion, and justice.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Dec. 23, the 357th
day of 1977. There are eight days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1783, George
Washington resigned as U.S. Army
Commander-in-Chief and retired to his
Letters To The Editor
Founclation Says Thanks
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Kidney Foundation of
Kentucky, I want to recognize and
personally thank all of those volunteers
who devoted their time and efforts
knocking on doors during our recent
fund-raising campaign in Murray. I
also want to thank all of you who sup-
ported the Kidney Foundation of
Kentucky, recognizing the need to
reduce and hopefully eliminate a
Shares Letter
Dear Editor:
We would like to share this letter with
your readers and ask that all Christians
pray for our leaders.
"Dear Friends:
"President Carter has asked me to
thank you for your encouraging
message.
"Your thoughtfulness, your goodwill
and your prayers are deeply ap-
preciated. He asks that yoirinclude not
only him, but all the members of the
Administration in your daily prayers




disease which is this country's fourth
major health problem.
You can be sure that your con-
tributions will be utilized to assist
kidney patients and their families in
Murray. It would not be possible to
conduct vital research, provide
essential patient services, organize
public and professional programs
without Our full support.
The Kidney Foundation of Kentucky
is dedicated to improving and enriching
the lives of kidney patients and their
families, while seeking cures for the
many types of kidney disease.




Terry Given, Executive Director
Kidney Foundation of Kentucky.
Isn't It The Truth
We should not depise politicians.
After all, it is very difficult to be a true
political character, one who has to
balance the possible against the
attainable while discovering that
nobody wants to shoot Santa Claus.
blessed, and the havoc of war shall no
longer menace the world. Whereas home at. Mount Vernon, Virginia.
Micah's age, like our own, was -- on th.
area ten miles square for the seat of the
national government.
In 1805, the Mormon leader, Joseph
Smith, was born in Sharon, Vermont.
In 1941, American forces on Wake
Island surrendered to the Japanese
during World War II.
In 1948, former Premier Hideki Tojo
of Japan and six other Japanese war
leaders were executed in Tokyo.
In 1962, the first of more than 1,100
prisoners captured in the Bay of Pigs
invasion of A:Jibs began. arriving in 
Miami in an airlift that *Mowed
payment of ransom.
In 1972, an earthquake that struck
Managua, Nicaragua, was reported to
have killed up to 10,000 people.
Ten .years ago: President Lyndon
Johnson, on his way home from a visit
to Southeast Asia, held an un-
precedented meeting with Pope Paul VI
at the Vatican.
Five years ago: North Vietnam
reported that 25 members of the
country's military staff were killed in
continuing US. air raids against Hanoi
10 Years Ag
The home of Mr. Mrs. Gerald
Gallimore of near zel burned to the
ground yesterd bout 1:30 p.m.
__Deaths_re,plfrted T4nY
Kirklan • /-
W rs in the Home Decoration
est, sponsored by the Garden
partment of the Murray Woman's
Club, are Rodney Scott, Johnny
Reagan, S. 0. Wilson, Gaylord Forrest,
Dr. Ora Mason, J. H. Smith, James C.
Williams, Chuck Shuffett, Frank
Kavanaugh, Joe Cochran, Jerry
Hopkins, Joe Baker Littleton, Eddie
Shroat, W. E. Barber, Allen Rose, Wells
Purdom, Jr., Phillip Tibbs, Mrs. Robert
Hahs, Johnny McCage, Will E. Thor-
nton, H. E. Chrisrnan, Wells Purdom,
Sr., Guy Billington, Galen Thurman, R.
L Ward, Billy Thurman, Nat Ryan
Hughes, and H. T. Waldrop.
Dr. and Mrs. Fred Wilson of Houston,
-Texas, are the guests of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Greene 0. Wilson.
L. D. Cathey, Cubmaster of Cub Pack
37, directed the pack meeting held at
Robertson School.
20 Years Ago
Lt. Commander Clayton P. Hall has
been named aide and flag secretary to
Vice Admiral Robert Goldwaite, Chief





The Murray Lions Club distributed 43
poinsettias to shutins in the community
yesterday.
Mrs. Mary Owens directed the
program at the meeting of the Woman's
include Gardner
and W. A. (Al)
an
Society of Christian Service of the Lynn
In 1788, Maryland voted to cede Grove Methodist Church.
Miss Carolyn Melugin of Dallas,
Texas, is the guest of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Noel Melugin.
Folgers coffee is listed at 85 cents per
pound in the ad for Johnson's Grocery
this week.
30 Years Ago
Entries in the Christmas Home
Decorating contest, sponsored by
--Retail Merchants Association and.
directed by the Murray Woman's Club,
include E. S. Ferguson, T. Sledd, Mrs.
Goldie Orr, Karl Frazee, G. B. Scott, J.
H. Shackelford, Mayrelle Johnson,
Gene Tarry, Jr., Roy S. Farmer, C. 0.
Bondurant, Zelna Carter, Robert
Jarman, Mrs. D. F. McConnell, Sam
Jones, H. G. Dunn, Haron West, E. C.
Parker, R. L Mott, Pogue Outland, .
Bradburn Hale, Shelby Hadden, Ginoth
Owen. Harry Jenkins, George Hart, R.
E. Kelley, Joe Baker, C. Ray, Freed
Cotham, Ottis Valentine, Henry Hargis,
Bud Sowell, and Peola Skinner.
and Haiphong.








Carter announced his choices for three
top positions — Joseph Califano as
Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare, Theodore Sorenson as Di-
rector of the Central Intelligence
Agency and James Schlesinger as a
special assistant on energy.
Thought for today: A wise wife soon
learns to manage her husband, but a
wise husband never tries to manage his
wife — anonymous.
last night when he walked to the free
throw line for the first time. Reagan
topped the 189 free throws tried record
set in 1938 by Red Burdette. Murray
State lost to Eastern 46 to 43.
New officers of the Murray Woodmen
of the World Camp are Buel Stalls, Ray
Sinclair, Burman Parker, W. B. Moser,
Otto Swann, and Porter Holland.
Hawley Bucy of Detroit, Mich., is the
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Bucy.
hEARTIIN<
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems—fast. If
you have a question of a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.. -
Q. I recently had an insurance agent
try to sell me a health insurance policy
to supplement my Medicare insurance.
The policy seemed Very good to me and
I was ready to buy this. The thing that
stopped me is when I was ready to write
my check, he asked me to make it out to
him. I could not understand this so! did
not buy the policy. Can you give me
your opinion on this?—T.W.
A. Headline feels you made a very
wise decision. When buying insurance,
always make your check ( never use
cash) payable to the insurance com-
pany and ask for a receipt.
For people who are intending to buy a
health insurance policy, Heartline has
developed "Heartline's Guide to Health
Insurance." This book covers many of
the ambiguous clauses in insurance
policies, the basic coverage a policy
`stiOuld contain, and a policy checklist so
you can find out the coverage your
policy has. A copy can be obtained by
sending $1.50 to "Heartline's Guide to
Health Insurance," Box 4994, Des
Moines, Iowa 50306.
Q. I am receiving Social Security
retirement benefits and Supplemental
Security Income (SSI). I have a sister
who lives in Mexico and I would like to
stay with her this winter for a few
months. Will there be any problem with
my Social Security or SSI checks by
doing this?—L.M.
A. You can receive your Social
Security checks during the months that
you are in Mexico. However, no SSI
benefits are payable for any month in
which you reside outside the United
States. •
Bible Thought
And as ye go, preach, saying, "The
kingdom of heaven is at hand." —
Matthew 10:7.
So often people today consider the
Kingdom of God as something that is
going to exist in the future. Yet the
Bible assures us that the Kingdom of
God is here right now in the hearts and
minds of true and dedicated Christians.
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Sinking Spring To
Observe OrdinanceI Deaths and FuThiil
Mrs. Alice Sale Is
Dead At Age 95;
Carmon H. Farley
Dies With Funeral
To Be On Saturday
Servites Tonight
---
Mrs. Alice Sale, former
resident of Murray, died
Thursday at nine p.m. at the
Puryear Nursing Home. She
was 95 years of age and the
wife of Malcolm Sale who died
April 2, 1965.
The deceased was a
member of the -Christian
Church in Roswell, N. M.,
where she resided until after
the death of her husband. Born
april 16, 1882, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late William Lewis
Furches and Elsie Beth
Hensley Furches.
Mrs. Sale is survived by one
sister, Mrs. Lena Key of
Murray, and several nieces
and nephews.
Funeral services will be
conducted by the Rev. Dr.
David C. Roos at the chapel of
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home tonight (Friday) at 7:30
p.m. Burial will be in a
cemetery in Roswell, N. M.

























Arthothed Huth Bender Corder
BARRM'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868
Carmon Headley Farley,
formerly of Calloway County,
died Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at
the Jennie Stuart Hospital,
Hopkinsville. He was 71 years
of age and had resided with a
sister, Mrs. Jim Carney of
Hopkinsville for the past
seven years.
Mr. Farley was a member
of the Southside Church of
Christ, Hopkinsville. Before
moving to Hopkinsville he
resided with another sister,
Mrs. Johnnie Jourden and
- family of Murray Route
Seven. Born September 13,
1906, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late William
Edward Farley and Lula
Pearl East Farley.
Survivors include three
sisters, Mrs. Jim (Jessie)
Carney, 2710 Lindsey Drive,
Hopkinsville, Mrs. Lucy
Grace, Jacksonville, Fla., and
Mrs. Johnnie Jourden,
Murray Route Seven; one
brother, Buton Farley,
Vienna, Ill.; one aunt, Mrs.
Etta Rudd, Benton; several
cousins.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at ten a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro.
Henry Hargis officiating. The
song service will be by singers
from the Williams Chapel
Church of Christ with
Coleman Reeder as leader.
Burial will follow in the Spring
Creek Cemetery.





The Christmas services at
St. Leo's Catholic Church will
follow the regular weekend
schedule of Masses, with the
addition of the midnight Mass
Saturday. The Masses will be
held at 6:30 p.m. on Saturday,
at midnight, and at 8 a.m., 11
a.m., and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday.
A program of
congregational_ singing of
Christmas hymns will precede
the midnight Mass, beginning
at 11:30 p.m. Saturday.
The church will be
darkened, with a large picture
of the nativity scene projected
on the wall above the altar.
Candles will be distributed to
all participants as they enter
the church; the candles will
give light for reading the
words of the hymns in the song
books.
Priest and acolytes will
enter from the back of the
church, and go in procession
to the large creche, and place
the figure of the Christ child in
the manger.
Mass will then begin at
midnight, according to the
Rev. Martin Mattingly.
It's Christmas
again and time -to
say how much it
means to have the
friendship and







Front End Alignment at
Parker Ford, Inc.
The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will observe the or-
dinance of The Lord's Supper
at the eleven a.m. worship
services on Sunday,
December 25, at the church,
according to the Rev. 1.awson
"VMrii—naori, chu-a pastor.
Special music will be two
soloes, "I Walked Today
Where Jesus Walked" and "In
Remembrance Of Me," by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
at the piano.
Mrs. Jim Neale will be the
organist and the service will
close with the singing of
"Bless Be The Tie."
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. Della Boggess
and Mrs. Becky Vance.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m., but no services will be
held on Sunday night.
Pleasant Grove To
Hear Dr. Mullins
The South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church will
hear the Rev. Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr., speak on the
subject, -Love Was Born At
Christmas" with scripture
from Luke 2 at the 10:45 a.m.
worship services on Sunday,
December 25.
"In Bethlehem Neath
Scarlet Skies" will be the
selection by the church choir,
directed by Mrs. L. D. Cook,
Jr., with Mrs. Otto Erwin as
organist and Tommy Gaines
as pianist. Soloists will be
Mrs. Cook, Mrs. R. L. Cooper,
and Mrs. Steve Gordon.
_ _Story time .viUj be held for
children's church.
The choir will close the
services with the "Hallelujah
Chorus."
The church will not have
services on Sunday night.
First Baptist Will
Meet Christmas Eve
The First Baptist Church of
Murray will have a special
Christmas Eve Service on
—Saturday, Deteinter 24, at ten
p.m. at the church.
The pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker, urges the public to






off Highway 94 East, will have
regular services on Sunday,
December 25, with Sunday
School at ten a.m. and mor-
ning worship at eleven a.m.
-Tidings of Great Joy" will
be the subject of the sermon
by the church pastor, the Rev.
T. H. Sanders.
Friendship Church
To Hear Bro. Jones
Bro. Talmadge Jones will be
the speaker at the eleven a.m.
worship services on Sunday,
December 25, at the Friend-
ship Church of Christ.
The guest speaker has
preached for various
congregations in the West
Kentucky area and is now
presently serving as chaplain
at the Eddyville Prison.
Communion Service
At Methodist Church
The First United Methodist
Church will have a "Come and
Go" Christmas Communion
service on Saturday,
Christmas Eve, from six to
7:30 p.m., according to the
Rev. Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
and the Rev. Robert E.
Farless, church ministers.
Dr. Fisher said this will be a
family affair and can mean so
much to each one as in-
dividuals and to the church as
he urged each one to take
advantage of this special
opportunity to worship The
Lord at this special time.
Stock Market
Prices of stork of local interest at noon
FM, today, furnished to the IA dger &
"limes by First of Michigan. Carp, of
Murray. are as follows
Heublein Inc 2411. -54
McDonalds Carp   52 uric
Ponderosa Systems 
Kimberly Clark  
154 tir
• 43 one
Union Carbide 41 -v.
W.14 Grace 
Texaco







  Disney$54 air
Franklin Mint N4 +14
et"
At Least 25 May. Be Dead In New Orleans Silo Blast
NEW ORLEANS ( AP) —
Hope had all but vanished to-
day for nine men still missing
in the rubble of 45 exploded
grain silos.




spotlights, labored late into
the night searching for the
others.
They were believed crushed
under tons of shattered con-
crete and twisted steel where
the two-story control building
and lunchroom of the Con-
hospitals, eight of them in
critical condition. Two of the
worst injured were grain
inspectors blown out of the
weighing station who fell to
the ground.
....ildezal,statio.aaciloc.alaffi.---
cials began investigations into
why the silos blew up Thur-
sday morning, firing in chain
reaction like huge Roman
candles. The initial theory
blamed spontaneous com-
bustion of the fine, highly
volatile powdered grain dust.
The constant threat of ex-
plosion at grain elevators is so
great that even telephones aretinental Grain Co.'s elevator  
sparks.
vecially sealed to preventcomplex used to be. 
The building was flattened Waves of smoke seeped
by flying chunks of concrete from the shattered silos for
and steel from a weighing hours after the blast. The
station perched atop the 130- explosions destroyed 45 of the
foot silos. 73 silos which, along with the




JERUSALEM ( AP) — Je-
rusalem's hotels are lammed
with Christmas pilgrims,
many of them lured to the
Holy Land by the blossoming
of new hopes for peace. ,
"This year's Christmas will
have a special character and
nature," said MiCila Gidron of
the Israeli Tourism Ministry.
The Israeli-Egyptian peace
talks "will be felt at Christ-
mas," he added.
Nearly 37,000 foreign Chris-
tians, 10 percent more than
last year, are expected for
Christmas. And since
President Anwar Sadat's visit
to Jerusalem last month,
bookings for next year "have
been pouring in like rain,"
Gidron said.






Baby Boy Rickman (Mother
Carla), Rt. 5, Murray, Baby
Boy Ross (Mother Sheri), Rt.
7, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Augusta R. Maynard,
316 So. 15th., Murray, Mrs.
Margaret L. Campbell, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tn., Robert R. Rains,
114 N. 7th., Murray, Mrs.
Krista E. Vance, Rt. 1,
Murray, Graham V. Harwood,
1710 Miller, Murray, Joe E.
Jones, 1651 Calloway, Murray,
Dusty C. Spilioti.s, 603 Meadow
Lane, Murray, Mrs. Charlotte
L. Parker, Rt. 2, Murray.
Master Nichalas E. Smith, Rt.
2, Springville, Tn., Mrs. Edna
J. Moysenko, 827 S. 2nd.,
Mayfield, Charles E. Miller,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Christopher W.
Hendrick, Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs.'
W. Sue Allen, 135 Riviera,
Murray, Mrs. Sandra J.
Tucker and Baby Girl, 1108
Brooks St., Mayfield, Mrs.
Betty J. Eldridge and Baby
Girl, 511 S. 4th., Murray,
Jonathan W. Hitney, 1009
Sharpe St., Murray, Mrs. Jane
E. Forth, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Cecil
D. Pierce, 102 Patterson, _
Paris, Tn., Raymond F.
David, 732 Nash Dr., Murray,
Mrs. Barbara S. Todd, Rt. 4.
Murray, Mrs. Mary
Crouse, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Gertie B. Wilkins, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Thelma Byars.
Box 212, Puryear, Tn., Mrs.
Audra D. Elkins, Rt. 5,
Murray, Luther A. Blanton,
506 N. 1st., Murray, Henry
Lubben, Rt. 1, Springville,
Tn., Frank Dalton, 1114
Sycamore, Murray,. Mrs.
Alice Thomasson, Rt. 5,
Benton, David H. Jacobson,
Box 407, Hazel, Mrs. Modelle
H. Miller, 1601 Martins
Chapel Rd., Murray.
elevator complex.
More than 50 men were
working at the complex when
the explosion came at 9.10
a.m., two hours after the shift
had changed and departing
..worktueu..1aad picked up their
Christmas turkeys, a
traditional gift from the
company.
Turkeys for others were
stored in a warehouse which
was turned into a makeshift
morgue.
Families of the missing men
gathered along the nearby
Mississippi River levee, some
of them braving the biting
wind for much of Thursday
night.
"I just hope they find him
and he's alive," said one wom-
an whose husband was
inissing. "First I kind of broke
down, but after a while I
began to brace and just hope
he's alive."
Bulldozers. and. Watering
(lanes scraped away large
hunks of debris. Occasionally,
the equipment stopped arid a
rescuer peered into a dark
hole in the rubble, looking for
survivors — or, more likely,
bodies. •
When a body was spotted,
the digging continued by hand
with chunks of concrete
passing along a human chain.
Michael Gavron, a federal
grain inspector from
Wilmington, Del., was stan-
ding on the deck of a ship
about 200 yards from the blast.
"I heard an explosion and
turned around," he said. -The
only thing I saw was big
flames jumping up from the
oLthe whole alasolos..—
"All I can say is the struc-
ture is tons and tons of rein-
forced concrete and steel and
it was down to the ground in
little bits and pieces — little
rocks."
The blast could be heard
throughout the metropolitan
area. Across the • river,
animals at New Orleans'
Audubon Park Zoo cried
hysterically. A black cloud of
dust and debris towered 500
feet into the air.
crease next year in the 1977
record of a million visitors.
About 15,000 pilgrims will be
in Bethlehem on Christmas
Eve for the celebrations and
services in the town where
Christ was born.
The Rev. George Hall, a
Greek Orthodox priest at the
Church of the Nativity, feels
there's a "good atmosphere"
this year.
"For the first time in 10
years there are signs of a solu-
tion to the problems of our re-
gion," he said. "This brings
Christians closer to
Bethlehem, and encourages
Christians from the farthest
corners of the earth to make
an effort and come here for
Christmas." As in the past 10
years of Israeli rule, troops
and police will patrol the
hilltop town of 40,000
Christians and Moslems south
of Jerusalem. Bethlehem will
be sealed off to all visitors ex-
cept those with special passes.
Security may be tighter this
year because of the opposition
of militant Palestinians to Sa-
dat's solo peace effort.
Nine choirs from the United
States and Europe are assem-
bling to sing Christmas Eve in
Manger Square, in front of the
Church of the Nativity,
The festivities begin at noon
Saturday with a colorful reli-
gious procession led by Msgr.
Giacomo Giuseppi Beltritti,
the Roman Catholic patriarch
of Jerusalem. He will also
celebrate the midnight Mass
in the crusaders' church built
atop the site where tradition
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First Days Busy For New Racer Grid Coach
Gottfried Hasn't Even Taken
mid or
1.4eAtMIKE BRANDON& Times Sports Editor
Mike Gottfried sat at his
desk and fingered through a
stack of "while you were out,
John Doe called" type gt
memo sheets. They weFe
almost two inches thick.
The unusual thing was that..
the new Murray Ste football
1111W.0
Mike Gottfried
coach hadn't even been out.
While he was on the phone
talking or when he had
someone else in his office, the
phone kept on ringing.
There were coaches from all
parts of the nation from about
every college you could think
of and some were calling,
hoping for a job on Gottfried's
staff. Others were calling to
simply pass along
congratulations to Gottfried,
who was officially named to
the post in a Tuesday morning
press conference.
Foremost on Gottfried's
mind is hiring his staff. And
the way things are going, it's
not going to take long.
"I've already offered a
couple of positiohs," Gottfried
said. "They'll need to go
before the university for final
approval," he added.
Gottfried said he wants the
same type of people who will
firm and work well with him.
"I want good 'x' and 'o' people
w'ho can relate to my
philosophy and make this
operation one big, family,"
Gottfried said.
Gottfried doesn't have a
home (A-Murray yet. He's
been staying in a local motel.
"I wish they were charging
by *e hour," Gottfried
pped as he answered yet
phone call.
a couple of weeks ago,
Gottfried said the offensive
coordinator at the University
of Arizona and probably had
no • plans of leaving. Then
came the MSU interview.
Since then, it has been a hectic
zr: but through it 
all, Gott-
d remains calm and
business-like, and really not
even °showing signs of
pressure or exhaustion.
His secretaries are always
on the phone and seem to be
working at a driving pace, set
by the leader, Gottfried.
By mid-afternoon Thursday,
Gottfried had talked with
about 50 people who were
interested in coaching jobs.
"I'm going to take off the
next couple of days and go to
Ohio where I'll meet my wife
and my family for Christ-
mas," Gottfried said.





C7ederal Savings & X9an
7th & Main Phone 753-7921
ristmos-Shiropp419
mas come so quickly before. I
havenNiRiad time -to buy one
present yet. I plan to be back
early next week and interview
some possible assistant
coaches. I hope to have my
entire staff completed by
January 4 then really hit the
recruiting," Gottfried said.
' You have to learn to walk
before you can run," he ad-
ded.
What about the recruiting?
Will it.be hurt because of the
month's span during which
MSU had no football coach?
Gottfried was given a list of
the prospective Racer recruits
by Bill Furgerson's staff.
Wednesday night, Gottfried
spent four hours on the phone,
calling up area players.
In fact, one player had
planned to sign at another
school today. But Thursday
afternoon, he was at Murray
State and talking with Gott-
fried. Thursday, Gottfried had
a 4 p. m. meeting at Mayfield
and another one at Mayfield
set for 6 p. m. to talk with All-
State prep stars George
Taylor and Phil Sutherlin.
Gottfried said that quite a
few top high school players
have not signed yet, in fact,
it's about 50-50.
"There's been some who
have been kind of holding back
and waiting, just to see who
would get the job here. One
thing we've really ac-
complished this week is the
fact we've reached a lot of
area athletes. There's some I
couldn't reach but I'm going to
let them enjoy the holidays
with their families," Gottfried
added.
Gottfried knows how im-
portant spending time with a
family is. And in just a. matter
of days, the population of
Murray will increase by three
when Gottfried's family
moves to town.
Gottfried is married to the
former Mickey Michaelene.
Like her husband, she is a
native of Crestline, Ohio.




."My wife _will be here early
next week and she'll be out
looking for a house. She'll
select it much the same way
I'll select my assistants. She'll
narrow her choice down to five
or six houses then she'll call
me when she has it narrowed
down to two houses," Gott-
fried said.
Gottfried has been accepted
extremely well. He's had all
kinds of calls from coaches
from all over the area and all
have been helpful and
cooperative.
"The greatest recruiting
tool we have going for us right
now is that I'm new here and
I'm young. Murray State is
being kept in the news,"
Gottfried added.
More than anything else,
Gottfried seems extremely
organized. On his chalkboard
in the conference room, there
is a list of area players. There
is a long list of dates and each
one has an objective, such as
having all the assistants
chosen by January 4.
Mike Gottfried, offensive
coordinator, now head football
coach: And if his team is
anywehre is organized as he
is, they should be quite in-
teresting.
Maryland Blasts Minnesota




- It took Charlie Johnson and
his Maryland teammates only
one quarter to resolve their
problems with the Minnesota
offense.
They simply shut down the
Gopher's attack after one
period and enabled Maryland
to register a 17-7 college
football victory in the
inaugural Hall of Fame game.
Minnesota, relying on the
quickness of quarterback
Wendell Avery, had bolted to a
7-0 lead early in the game and
threatened again in the
opening quarter before the
Terps defense took charge.
Johnson, a 250-pound junior
tackle from Baltimore, was
the leader, participating in 16
tackles, including four for
losses totaling 19 yards. He
also caused two fumbles and
recovered another that set up
a Maryland touchdown.
For his effort, he was a near
unanimous choice as the
game's outstanding defensive
performer, but he didn't know
it during the public
ceremonies immediately after
the game.
Due to a foul iito, the




Now's The Time To Buy
We have some 1978 Pacers
In Stock - Come On Out For A Test Drive
\
P1 AMC
[Cain's, AMC, Jeep, Inc.806 Coldwater Road- 753-6448 Murray
announced as being Maryland
linebacker Brad Carr, but he
relinquished the trophy later
in the dressing room when he
learned of the official vote.
thought I played a pretty
good game," Johnson said.
Maryland got a first-quarter
field goal of 32 yards from
Mike Sochko and then
delivered the final scores of
the game within a 2:11 span of
the second quarter when
George Scott scored touch-
downs on runs of 2 and 1 yards.
Scott's first score capped a
69-yard drive, .most of which
came on one play, a pass from
Larry Dick to Eric Sievers
covering 57 yards and
carrying to the Minnesota 7.
Two plays after the kickoff,
Avery fumbled and Johnson
recovered at the Gopher 14,
setting up Scott's second
touchdown that came with just
under five minutes remaining
in the opening half.
College Cage Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Brown 83, Rider 80
Pittsburgh 82, Wheeling 54
Providence 72, Cal-Bak-
ersfield 70
Rutgers 91, Manhattan 76
Villanova 86, Duquesne 70
SOUTH
Hampton Inst 93, Virginia St
92
I.SU 97, Rice 68
Memphis St 111, Georgia St
87
Virginia Tech 76, Vanderbilt
75
MIDWEST
Bradley 87, Loyola, III. 86, 2
OT - -
Kansas St 89, N Text* St 71
Louisville 61, Marquette 60
Wis-Milwaukee 97, Tulsa 74
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 78, Kansas 72
FAR WEST
California 90, San Francisco
89
Chapman 63, San FranCisco
St 61
Oregon 77, Cal-Irvine 62
Stanford 76, Rhode Island 74
UCLA 109, San Jose St 69
TOURNAMENTS
Fullerton St 80, Portland St
62
E Washington 90, Los
Angeles St 85 OT
Oklahoma 80, Pennsylvania
74




Vermont 60, Colgate 54
Idaho St 89, TCU 61
Nevada-Reno 79,- Boise St 66
EXHIBITIONS
Athletes in Action 108, Mich-
igan 9§
University of Arizona has lost
its fourth basketball player in
six months with freshman
Raymond Murdock of Detroit
deciding to enroll at the
University of Detroit.
"I will release Raymond
from his national letter and
help him receive aid at De-
troit," Coach Fred Snowden
said Thursday. "That's where
he wants to go. He's a home-
sick youngster."
Murdock has played eight
minutes in two games this
year. Last season he averaged





breezid into the second round
of the $200,000 Australian
Open, but defending champion
Roscoe Tanner was upset by
Chris Lewis of New Zealand 3-
6, 6-3, 6-2, 1-6, 6-4.
Marion Barber scored the
only Minnesota touchdown on
a 1-yard plunge six minutes
into the game and the Gophers
threatened on their next
possession, reaching the
Maryland 8, where they lost a
fumble.
Maryland had the only
threats in the second half,
failing on a fourth down
gamble at the 26 and later
losing a fumble after reaching
the 7.
Lose Player
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exactly thrilled about the
southern hospitality in
Louisville, Ky.
First, the management at
Freedom Hall put the lights
out on him during a practice
session; then the Louisville
Cardinals put the lights out on
him during a game.
"We had no second shots
and we didn't rebound - and
that's it," said Ftaymonds
after his second-ranked
Marquette Warriors dropped
a 61-60 decision to the No. 8
Cardinals Thursday night.
To beat this club, we had to
rebound, get the second shots
and set the tempo. We did only
one of those three things. We
set the tempo in the second
half."
The tOwili defeat was just
another painful moment in
Louisville for Marquette's
rookie coach. Earlier in the
week, he had threatened to
take his team back to
Milwaukee after he was
forced to cut short a practice
session at Louisville's arena
when the lights were pre-
maturely turned out on him.
In other games involving the
ranked teams, No. 4 Arkansas
defeated No. 16 Kansas 78-72;
No. 7 UCLA whipped San Jose
State 107-69; California upset•
No.11 San Francisco 90-89 and
No. 14 Providence edged Cali-
fornia State of Bakersfield 72-
70.
Darrell Griffith scored 23
points as Louisville handed
the defending national
- champions their first loss of
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP)- Tw- the season after five triumphs.
Ron Brewer scored 27
points, including seven slam-
dunk shots on the fast break,
leading Arkansas over
Kansas. Sidney Moncrief had
19 points and nine rebounds
for the undefeated Razor-
backs, who won their eighth
straight, game.
Brad Holland led a balanced
attack that produced an easy
victory for UCLA over San
Jose State. Holland came off
the bench and led the Bruins
with 19 points.
Gene Ransom hit a clutch
free throw with one second re-
training, breaking a tie and
boosting underdog California
over San Francisco.
Bruce Campbell and Dwight
Williams combined for 35
points and Providence sur-
vived a late rally to edge
California State of Baker-
sfield.
Elsewhere, Keith Herron
scored 27 points to lead Villa-
nova to an 86-70 victory over
Duquesne; Alvin Wright's 21
points powered Memphis
State over Georgia State 111-
87; Roger Phegley scored 39
points as Bradley edged
Loyola of Chicago 87-86 in
double overtime; James
Bailey scored a careerhigh 39
points to pace Rutgers over
Manhattan 91-76; Ron Bell's
two free throws with five
seconds remaining provided
Virginia Tech with a 76-75
triumph over Vanderbilt and
Kansas State whipped North
Texas State 89-71 behind
Curtis Redding's 24 points.
Greg Buncbe scored 22
points to lead Cal-Fullerton to
an 82-60 victory over host
BASEBALL
NEW YORK - Baseball
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
insisted that he has not made
any decision on the suspended
deal in which Oakland's ace
pitcher Vida Blue went to
Cincinnati for $1.75 million
and minor league first
baseman Dave Revering.
Kuhn halted the transaction,
made two weeks ago at
baseball's winter meetings,
pending a hearing, which has
been scheduled for Jan. 5.
"I haven't made any
prejudgments," Kuhn told
The Associated Press. "And I
can't get into the position of
leaning in any ."
Portland State in the cham-
pionship game of the Portland
State Holiday Tournament.
Portland State's Freeman
Williams, last year's 'NCAA
scoring leader, was held to a
mere 13 points.
South Carolina defeated
Southern Cal 65-58 and Okla-
homa whipped Penn 80-74 in
the opening of the Carolina
Classic in Columbia, S.C. In
the Vermont Classic in
Burlington, Florida beat
George Washington 70-63 and




Tickets for the Paducah
Tilghman Christmas Tour-
nament will be on sale in
Murray Tuesday.
The advanced chair seat
tickets will be sold all day
Tuesday at Wallis Drug
downtown. The price of the
tickets is two dollars.
Murray High will open
tourney play at noon Wed-
nesday when they meet Butler
High of Huntsville, Alabama.
At the gate, tickets will be
$1.50 for adult general ad-




sent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
For.. home owner, apartment dweller, mobile home
dweller, small or large businessman, mover, anybody
with a space problem.
Includes...Individual bays (any size), 24 hour private
entrance, securitaff lights, insurance.
- 753-4758
641 North, Center Drive
Naar parkins Pancake "Haan, Wand Carl Noward Usod Can.
U-LOCK IT U-STORE IT
U-KEEP THE KEY
5'x10'   month Sle
51)(16'  month $230*
8'x 10'  month s2500
10'x16'  month $40c4
Mayfield, Ky.













Hurry! Hurry! Only 2 Shopping Days Left!







































with a defense far better than
anything Denver can toss at
them, and the Oakland
Raiders, with an offense more
potent than anything
Baltimore can stop, will win




And Rams Picked To Get Wins
By BRUCE LOWITT writing yet another chapter to
AP Sports Writer one of the National Football
When the sun goes down League's best suspense thrill-
gaturaT,-yo6---var ire—ttg: - •
cast of Super Bowl X P-2 — and Monday, Walter Payton and
it will be the two old faces.. the Chicago Bears will run
into a brick wall called the
Dallas Cowboys. And in the
other National Football
Conference lirstround game,
the Minnesota Vikings, !ou-
tline losers in' the Super Bowl
already, will allay any fears
that they will take the fifth by
taking a beating from the Los
Angeles Rams.
Here's what to look for
And having disposed of a before and after Christmas
couple of pretenders to the Day:
throne, the Steelers and Raid- American Conference
ers will get together on New Raiders 27, Colts 14 )
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of the wiliest quarterbacks in
the league. He threw 20 touch-
&rill passes this season, more
than anyone‘in the NFL.
Then consider Dave Casper,
the bruising tight end who
seems to be where the ball is
— with his hands wrapped
around it — no matter who is
there with him.
Then consider Mark van
Eeghen, the No.1 running
back in the AFC with 1,273
yards.
That adds up to the AFC's
No.1 offense ... and that adds
up to an Oakland victory.
The Colts also have a pretty
good passer in Bert Jones,
who seems to get better when
things get hairy. Witness last
Sunday against New England
... plus his 2,686 yards passing,
second in the league.
The Colts also have a
receiver and a runner as ef-
fective as Casper and van
Eeghen. Unfortunately
they're both named Lydell
Mitchell, first in AFC re-
ceiving and third in rushing.
The problem is, he won't be
able to carry the load, not
against the opportunistic
Raiders' defense.
Steelers 14, Broncos 7
For openers, Denver never
has been here before, and if
NFL history teaches us any-
thing, it's that the pressure of
a first playoff is almost unbea-
rable.
.....Then,,consider defense, the
aspect Of the game that con-
sistent?), has made the
Steelers so good. And consider
that that defense will be facing
a Denver offense, 12th in the
conference, without a rusher
or receiver in the AFC's top
15.
National Conference
Cowboys 31, Bears 13
Walter Payton may be good
— but he's not THAT good.
Dallas is No.1 in offense in the
league ... and No. 1 in defense
in the league.
• So Mr. Payton will get
maybe half a hundred yards
or so. Maybe he'll even break
loose for a long gain or two.
And Roger Staubach will
shoot so many holes in the Chi-
cago defense, you'll think he's
working with a machine gun
instead of a shotgun. 1E
Rams 21, Vikings 10
With Fran Tarkenton,
Minnesota might be com-
petitive against the Los
Angeles defense, whose only
weakness appears to be
against the pass. But without
him, the Vikings will go
nowhere fast.
The Vikings' biggest
problem is stopping the rush,
which is just fine as far as LA
is concerned, what with
Lawrence McCutcheon in the
backfield.
( MURRAY LEDGEIt /0 TIMES)
PORTS
MSU Alumni To Meet In
Evansvillefit Tourney
A reception has been arranged for Murray State University
alumni in the Evansville, Ind., area and Racer fans attending
the Evansville holiday basketball tournament Dec. 29 and 30.
Hosted by the Alumni Association's Tri-State Alumni Club
at Evansville, the reception will be held at the Executive Inn
in Evansville, beginning at 4:30 p. m. LeRoy Offerman,
president of the university's club and remembered at
Murray State as director of the campus dance band in the
1930s, is in charge of arrangements.
Murray State will play New Orleans, while Mercer
University will play Southern Illinois University in the
opening night games. The Southern Illinois players will be
replacing the University of Evansville team, all 14 squad
members of which were killed Dec. 13 when their chartered
airplane crashed and burned at the Evansville airport.
Proceeds from the tournament, which is being held as a
benefit, will go to the families of the Evansville players.
Tournament officials have announced that no admission will
be charged at the tournament. Instead contributions in any
amount will be taken at the gate.
Morton Has Had Fun On
And Off Field In Denver
By JOHN MOSSMAN
kr Sports Writer
DENVER (AP) — His
"mystery neighbors" once
laid out a red carpet over his
driveway, and later left a
trophy and a bottle of
champagne on his doorstep.
Craig Morton never
exlnd such royal
treatment in New York or in
Dallas.
But in Denver, Morton is
king. He could do no wrong,
leading the Broncos to the
championship in the National
Football League's American
Conference West Division and
their first playoff berth.
"I haven't had a chance to
meet any of my neighbors,
we've only lived there six
weeks," says Morton. "But
they must be awfully nice.
"This whole year has been
one of great pleasure in
Denver, on the field and off.
I'm far more excited about the
playoffs this year than about
any I took part in in Dallas."
Morton and the Broncos
meet the Pittsburgh Steelers
at home Saturday in a game
that shapes up as essentially a
struggle between two of the
league's best defensive units.
"Nobody runs on Pitt-
sburgh," says Morton, a
veteran of 13 pro seasons.
'You have to rely on big plays
to beat them — like the safety
blitz we used to get a touch-
down and Rick Upchurch's
long punt return for a score
when we beat them earlier
this year.
Denver's record is 12-2 this
season, tying the Broncos with
Dallas for the best mark in the
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aggressive and looks for the
turnover. But one of the main
cogs in its finely tuned
defensive machine is ailing,
and might not see action
Saturday. Randy Gradishar,
one of two inside linebackers
in Denver's 3-4 alignment, has
a sprained ankle. "It'll be
touch-and-go with him,"
Coach Red Miller said
Thursday. Godwin Turk will
start if Gradishar can't.
Miller, in his first season as
a head coach in the NFL after
17 years as an assistant, said
the Broncos aren't counting on
the turnovers which hurt the
Steelers during the season.
.'We expect Pittsburgh to
play very hard, error-free
football," he said. "They're
not at all conservative of-
fensively. (Terry) Bradshaw
will put the ball up at anytime,
anywhere on the field. Their




( AP) — Colgate University
has been named major college
football team of the year by
the Eastern College Athletic
Conference.
Mitchell Says Colts Perform
Better Against Better Teams
By GORDON BEARD
AP Sports Writer
BALTIMORE (AP) — With
the Oakland Raiders in town
and tEe
League playoffs getting un-
derway, the game plan of the
Baltimore Colts should satisfy
running back Lydell Mitchell
this week.'
"You enter the game with a
positive feeling when you can
do different things," Mitchell
said. "That's when you get
enthusiastic."
Mitchell, with 301 rushing
plays and 71 pass receptions
during the regular season,
never lacks for work during a
game. But sometimes it
becomes somewhat of a drag
for the six-year pro.
''When we don't play the
best teams," he said, "we get
conservative. We don't want
to get too fancy, make a
mistake, and give up points.
That can give the other team
momentum.
"But when we play the
better teams, we've got to use
a little imagination. You can't
run basic things all day, so we
put in a lot of things."
Then if one ease _of the
game plan doesn't woRT
Mitchell said, the Colts switch
to something else. "But it's
not like grabbing things out of
the sky," he said, "because





has been limited to playbook
studying so far this week. He
missed practice Wednesday
and Thursday because of a
severe head cold, but figured
he would be at 90 per cent of
his strength by today.
To reach the American
Football Conference playoffs,
the Colts had to overcome a 21-
3 second-half deficit and beat
New England 30-24 last
Sunday. The Raiders, who
qualified as the AFC wild card
team, also rallied tp beat
Kansas City 21-20, although
the victory wasn't needed to
gain the playoffs.
After New England
trounced Baltimore 17-3 in
initi,80s0O,, Wei • _it Ihe,,
Patriots chided the C6Its for
having a predictable offense.
And, early this week, some of
the Raiders said they would
rather play the Colts than the
Miami Dolphins because it











WE DELIVER AND INSTALL
P 0 Bo. 1309
601 E 14th SI
Owensboro FA,, 42301
Collect (502)92*) 4248
4.aysior,jsire&L.". \ t 4,/,‘Ars$4,
Li 4 4
• t •
Wishing You The Best Of The 1-fo1iday Season
Edna: Patsy. Lela, Anna. Pat. Sam, Ronnie. Ray and Haft.





The scent of bayberry,
dark green holly,
rich chocolate candy,
a glowing yule log
the purr of a windup teddy bear,
a childlike squeal,
the rustle of tissue paper,
a blinking-Christmas star,
carolers in the distance,
a kiss and a squeeze
under the mistletoe.
These are the sights and
sounds of Christmas Enjoy'
King Insurance Service
905 Sycamore, Murray, 42071
Phone: 753-8355
Your partner if; lir •
S
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Kentucky Among Big Winners In Federal Aid
• I
. By JONATHAN WOLMAN a greater percentage of
AP Urban Affairs Writer federal aid than it Paid in
WABffiNOTON-t-APt-- ='The —federal- taxes," said the
regional allocation of federal
aid has shifted in favor of the
New England states in
resp3IISF-10--Tettit'econotnte'
needs, a federal study con-
cludes.
A key reason for the recent
:bOost in per capita federal aid
::.to the Northeast is the region's
'large welfare rolls and high
unemployment, the study
says.
The General Accounting Of-
fice, in a report released on
Thursday, said the flow of fed-




"The Northeast, while its
_population grew most
gradually and its unem-
ployment rate rose to highest
in the nation, began to receive
agency.
"Those regions in a relative
economic decline are gaining
relatieelyin federal aid," the
GAO said. "Thus, the complex
formulas and other factors
that determine the flow of aid
do. seem responsive to
changing conditions.$
The GAO said simply, The
federal system is a method of
redistributing income," and
the Treasury Department ex-
plained, "The goal of federal
policies should not be to return
funds to each state in propor-
tion to its tax contribution, but
rather to insure that ex-
penditures are made in
sponse to need for these
penditures." _
Officials in the industrial
states cite deteriorating eco-






Johnny Rickman & Family
and
Hayden Rickman & Family
Murray Formal Tuxedo




University Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Peace is more than the mere absence of carnal
conflict. The greatest and most formidable war is
being waged constantly! It is the war in every person's
heart! It is not against "flesh and blood" (temporal
.powers). but "against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against
spiritual wickedness in high places" (spiritual forces).
Until and unless one possesses peace in his heart, he
will always be in the most wretched carnage!
It is significant that Jesus came into the world as the
"Prince of Peace." He didn't come to offer war-torn
lives simply an alternate philosophy, a revolutionary
humanism, a better welfare system, or an improved
government. He came to give people a new life! He can
produce what He promises—"rest into your souls." A
clear conscience, a healthy self-respect, faith instead
of fear, forgiveness instead of guilt, courage instead of
timidity. and confidence instead of Insecurity — all of
this and more is what the "Prince of Peace" can bring
to your life!
It's the greatest *keg he lbe world
to be a Christ.
• •
a "winners" share of the
federal pie. They say they
need more federal money —
just as southern and
Appalachian states depended
heavily on Washington during
temporary pettOdS "- of --
economic hardship.
The GAO study included a
list of winners and losers re-
vealing which states con-
tribute more money — per
resident — in personal income
tax revenues to Washington
than is returned in federal aid.
.The eitergautioned..--Some
states are more in need of aid




FOR SATURDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
t 
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr 20) T.E4
A good period for starting or
developing new business
associations, but take the
initiative before noon. Not much
cooperation later.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 1341a.
A business associate may
want you to join him in an in-
vestment. Better not' This will
not be a good day for venturing.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Mercury influences highly
inspirational. Unusual ideas
could spark a brand new ap-
proach in career matters.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 2.3)
Lunar influences somewhat
adverse. Your judgment
clouded by a personal matter.
Do not make any important
decisions for 48 hours.
LEO
t July 24 to Aug. 23) /24.-
Consider some original ideas
or new twists to old methods to
help you on to achievement. But
don't discard old procedures
which have proved effective in
the past.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 417%
You are always ready to give
help when needed, and you may
be called upon now. Give your
time, energy and ( or) assets. It
will pay well when you least
expect it.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -ff.
A productive day for those
engaged in creative activities.
Some of your ideas may need
revision before they become
practical, however.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Everyday matters need
reviewing. Not where changes
are needed, and make them
efficiently. But do not alter
smooth-running procedures
merely for the sake of change.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Transform scintillating ideas
into brisk quality action. Im-
plement your program with the
thorough thinking that brought
past successes.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 Vi
Review past failures, past
successes. There's something to
be learned from both. In-
corporate the superior into any
new effort. You CAN attain.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Watch that tempo — and the
inclination to act upon a
decision too quickly. In holding
discussions, don't try to fr.rce
issues or you could overshoot a
safe mark.
PISCES .
1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) C,1
Looking
Good
the sweater story for today.
choose a fashion-right crew neck
ski sweater with handsome jac-
quard yoke and cable body in
100% wintuck orlon acrylic, or
select a crew neck fashion collar
pullover sweater shirt with broad
chest stripe in a polyester and
acrylic blend. for the active
man's fashions turn to
Career Club.
Open Every Night rd 8:00
Free Gift Wrapping*
[(raham & Jackson
FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN
Downtown Murray-, •
• •
Matters of minor importance
may blow up out of proportion
— unless YOU call a halt. Your
quick-silver intuition and
perceptiveness should be a help.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a brilliant in-
tellect, exceptional business
acumen and a tremendous
sense of - responsibility. If
developed on the higher plane,
the Capricornian is outstanding
for his moral values may even
be prudish at times) and places
great store on respectability —
in himself and his associates.
You are clear, detached and
analytical in your thinking; are
shrewd, even calculating, in
your business dealings. You
have the capacity for deep and
abiding love but are rarely
demonstrative in your attitude
toward the loved ones. Many
writers, industrialists, educa-
tors, lecturers and financial
managers have been born in
this Sign. Birthdate of: Mat-
thew Arnold, Eng. poet, critic;
Howard Hughes, financier,
aviator, motion picture
producer; Ave Gardner, film
star.
these may not be the states
with the highest income
levels, _and therefore the
highest tax receipts."
The big losers, in
unqualified terms of dollars
-ancl-eemiarseethelligb.income
industrial states of -Con-
necticut, Illinois, Indiana,
New Jersey and Ohio, along
with Florida. -






WEST LIBERTY, Ky. (AP)
— Three persons were hospi-
talized after fireworks ex-
pieded diving a fa rn.ily
gathering in the Morgan
County cmmunity of Blaze,
hospital officials said.
A spokeswoman for the Uni-
versity of Kentucky Medical
Center said Roger Sexton, 25,
his wife Deborah, 19, and 9-
year-old Ulysses Sexton were
admitted to the hospital
Thursday for treatment of
injuries resulting from the
explosion.
Sexton was listed in serious
condition Thursday night
while Mrs. Sexton was listed
in fair condition, the
spokeswoman said. The
condition of the child was not
available.
Family members said six
other persons were slightly in-
jured and were treated and re-
leased at area hospitals.
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 4 Linger
5 Poker stakeWooden pin
6 Possessive4 Caudal 
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1/i•tr l,i 1'611 rature ;:yndicat•. In"
•
Mispouri, Nebraska, Nevada,
Pennsylvania, T e xas,_
Virginia, Washington and -
Virginia.
The big winners included
most growing states: the
=Lire_ Swit hp t except
Florida, most of the Rocky
Mountain states — Montana,
Wyoming, Idaho and Utah —
and Alaska, Arkansas,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine,
New Mexico, New York, Okla-
homa, Rhode Island, Vermont
and West Virginia.
Just moved in?
I can help you out.
Don't worry and wonder about learning your way
around town. Or what to see and do. Or whom to ask.
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, I can simplify the
business of getting settled Help you begin to enjoy your
new town ... good shopping, local attractions, community
opporttmtNes. - -
And mrbasket Is full of useful gifts to Pin your
family




iVe at INA ie Cream Donuts Wish To Extend
Season Greetings
to 411 Our Cusiomers.
Thank you for your patronage in the past. To bet-
ter serve you our new hours will be
Monday-Friday--5:30 AM to 9:00 PM
Saturday-5:30 AM to 6:00 PM
DIXIE CREAM DONUTS
Chestnut Street ._. 753403-1,
ro%k•AV.AVVAVAWAVAWA•AVAW-AWAWAW:
Skid-Steer Loader
The compact 25-hp • 10 with hydrostatic drive works
wonders in close quarters...travels home in your 3/4-








"Everything for that SPORT IN YOUR Life!"
fqinC
SPORTING GOODS
1203 Chestnut — 753-8844
Hours -9:30-5:30
Tiger & Laker Jackets
Gift Certificates
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White's Camper Sales
Yew Authorized STARCRAFT Alr Dealer
Hwy. 94 East (4 mi. East) ofMurray 753-060S
We. 0OWT)61144
Bi es & Church Supplies
Reference & Inspirational Books












-Cainglete Avteseetic Tnimsaiissioa Service
- Freed End klimmentat
-Cimmiett Tons-Up & Repair S.rvles-
INL1Ik-
Radiator & Auto Gloss Service
News:
Sysi-Thyrs
6 a. m. - 11 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
6.. m. • Midnight










Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1 1/2 Block E. of S. 126
Phone 753-1489
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
















Ky. Lake State Pork Ph. 474-2245
Kelitmekw fried Citicka
"It's Finger lickin' pood-
Try Our Delicious Beef and Hails Sandwiches




South 12th St. - Murray





















Murray's Most Complete Deportment Store
Stokes Tractor
Implement CO.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.
'Go To Church Sunday.'
Randy Thornton Service Co.
An Condit.osnnq Herding Commercial Ref rigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Tiny Tot
Day Care
Infants To 5 Years
Kentucky Licensed





Evening Worship 6- 30 p.m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 1100 a.m
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10-45 a m
Evening Worship 7 -00 p m
WEST FORK
Morning Worship 11 -00a.m




Evening Worship 700 p.m
NORTIISIDE
Morning Worship 11: Warn
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Morning Worship 1100a.m.
Evening Worship 730 p.m
POPLAR MVOS
Morning Worship
Evening Worship - -
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning worship 10:45 am,
Singing, Evening Wors. 5: 30,600 p.m.
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 630 p.m.
KIMSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 .00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship 1050 a.m.
Evening Worship vt, 6-00 p.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening worship 7:00 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11:00 am.












Evening Worship 715 p.m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 5: 30 p.m. & 6:00 p.m
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Worship 11:00 am,
LONE OAK MUMMY(
1st Sunday 2:00 p.m.
3rd Sunday 10:30a.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School 10: 00a.m.
Worship Service 11:00a.m.
Vesper Service 5:00 p.m.
COLD WATER
Morning Services 11:00a.m.






Evening Worship . 7:00p.m.---
CHESTNUT MET GENERAL
Sunday School 10:00 km.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST






Evening Worship 7-00 p m.
ITT JOHN BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Swday School 930 a.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service 700 p.m.
Sunday School 1000a.m.
Worship Service 1100a.m.
Sinday Nite _ 7:00p.m.
NEW PROvionsa
Sunday School. 10 a .m.
Preaching Service 11 a.m.
Nightly Service 6 p.m.
EASTWOOD MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.










Worship Services 10: 45 a.m., 7 -00 p.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship 10: 30 a.m.
Bible School 9: 30 a.m.
Evening Service 6:00 p.m.
CHUROI Of JESUS CHRIST
Of LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday School 10:45 a.m
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Masse alb., 11 a.m., 4:30p.m.
Saturday Mass 6:30 pin.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVKES
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray, Ky.,




Bible Lecture 9:30 a.m
WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.I.
Worship Services 11: 00 a.m., 7:00p.m.
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour 9:45 am
Church School 11:00a.m.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School 9:15 a.m.
Morning worship 10:30a.m
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat. 10:30a.m.
Worship Service Sat. 915 am



















10 45a in dr6p.m.
7 30p.m.
WEST MURRAY
10 Main.  Morning Worship
Evening Worship C 00 p.m.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship 10'50 a.m.
Evening Worship C 00p.m
SEVENTH & POPLAR
Worship Service 10 4. a m
Everting Worship 6 00 p m
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service 10'50 a ni
,"-Evening Worship 600 p m
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship 11:00 a m
Evening Worship 6:00 p m
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship 10:45 am
Evening Worship 6:00p m
FRIENDSHIP 
Sunday School 10-00 a in









Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship 6-00 p.m.
5I115 ET CHURCH
OF CHRIST •
Sunday School 1010 am.
Morning Worship 10:50a.m.














For some, the only reminders of Christmas are the
carols heard on the radio and in shops and stores.
Christmas carols are their only tradition of the season.
I-low sad that so many are unable to share in the toys of
family and church celebrations. Christmas for them is
a hollow day, lacking the real focus-the celebration
of the birth of Christ.
If you know those that are without a church affili•
ation, ask them to tom you for the Christmas service at
your church. Include those who are without family ties
in your own family. celebration. Make this A Christmas
to remember for those who are often forgotten. It will




Sunday School 9 45 a m
Morning Worship 10 45 a m
N Y.P.S. Worship 5. 15p m
Evening Worship 6 DO p m
Wednesday Worship 7 00 p.m
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship 11 . 00 a .m
Sunday School 10-00 a m
Evening Worship 5 30p m




Sunday School 10. W a rn
WorMip Service 11:00a.m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 9.45 a .m
Worship Service 11:00 a .m
OAK GROVE
Sunday School 10:00 a.m





Church School 9:30 a .m





11 00 a m
7 30 p.m.
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Sunday School 10:00 a .m
Worship Services 11 On a m., 7:00 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Stinday School 10.00 a .m
Worship Services 11:00a.m., 7:30 p.m
.„ FIRST ASSEMBLY
OF GOD





Sunday School 10:00 a m
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
DEWARDS CHAPEL
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Worship Service 1100 am.
Evening Worship 7 30 p.m.
FIRST UNITED
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 7 : 00 p.m.
Tues. & Thurs. 7:00p.m











Hornet Matador Gremlin Jeep Pacer Warn
Top Ogekty Used Cars
1106 Coldwater Rd. none 753-644.11
Murray Electric System












Worship Service 11 a.m., 1st Sunday,
10:00 am. 3rd Sunday, Sunday School
10:00 a.m., 2nd & 4th
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service 11 - 00 a .m
Sunday School 10.00 a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service 9 30 a.m.
Sunday School 11 00 a.m.
maiirtmouta UNITED
Sunday School 1000 am
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
KIRISET UNITED




Worship Service 1100 a.m. 1st & 2nd
Sunday., 10.00 a.m. 3rd di 4th, Sunday
School 10:00 am Ist & 2nd Sunday, 1100
a.m. 3rd & 4th Sunday
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship 10.002.m.
Sunday School 1100 am.
FIRST METHODIST
Worship 8- 458r 10:50a .m.
RUSSELS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 1000 a m
Morning Worship 11 - Warn.
LYNN GROVE
Morning Worship Service 11:00 a m.
Sunday School 10 10 am
GOSNEN METHODIST
Morning Worship Services 9:30 a.m.
Sunday School 1040a.m
Evening services: 1st., 3rd. & 5th Sun-
days Preaching Service 6.30 p.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service 1000 a.m.
DEXTER4IARDIN UNITED
Worship Service 1000 a.m
1st & 2nd Sundays 1100 am
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
• MT. HEBRON
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st Sunday &
II:00 a.m. 3rd Sunday: Sunday School
II 00 a .m 1st Sunday - 10.00 -a .m 2nd,
3rd. & 4th Sunday
MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd Sunday:
1100 a.m. 40 Sunday, Sunday School




Morning Services 10.45 a.m.
BROM CHAPEL UNITED
ist & 3rd Sunday 9:30a.m.
Evening 7:00p.m.
2nd & 4th Sunday 11 00 a.m.
No Evening Worship
BEND UNITED
1st & 3rd Sunday 11.00 a m.
2nd & ith Sunday 9-30a.m.
Evening 6:00p .m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:0O a.m.
Evening 7-00p.m..
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School In 10 am






403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager








Year Complste Tire Servico Center




'Home of Ovolity. Economy
8 Selections-




Gifts For Alf Occasions
Clothes
1804 Coldwater Rd. (121 Bypass) 753-8660
Easteide Saudi
Engine Repair
• Service 8 Sales- Ports
Hwy 94 East 








Flowers For Al! Occasions.-- .
nerol Arrangements House Plants
500 N. 4th - 753-3251 - 753-8944
be &mutt ettazion, Int
Dolls, Chino Repair 8 Restoration-
- Gifts For-All Occasions I . 







Open Mon. Hwy niers. 7 cm -8 p.m
Fri.-24 Hours- SM. 7 a.m. -4 a.m.
Closed Sunday
309 N. 16th 753-0303
Joe Todd's Motor Sales
Quality Used Cars
Reasonably Priced




 Cunningham Auto Repair
(MUgICrI 
& Motor Sales, Inc.
'Your Superor Muffler






Sales S. Service - Ports
Buy-Trade-Sell Used Appliances
504 So, 4th 753-7205
Bel-Air Decor
Unfinished Furniture
One Day Latex Antiqving
Stains Points
Bel-Air Shopping Center 753-3642
  1
of Murray
Sunday Buffets - 11 to 2
Hwy. 641 South 7534111
Gallimore's 12estaurant
Specializing in Catfish Dinners
We Cater To Parties ,
Hazel, Ky. 4924785
Colonial House Smorgasbord
Buffet Dining At Its Best
Private Parties A Specialty
.641 North 753-27041
Agri-Products
The lawn & Garden Center
Murray
Mayfield Hwy. (121) 753 3000
- Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks & Ready Nit Concrete
F;ict Main Street 75.35,40
Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
Serving toren Families Since 1936
Industrial Rd 753 7974
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup & Delivery
Open 6 30 a in Close 11•00 p
Sunday Deer II 00 • in Cline 10 00 p es
Sittetti 17th Phone 153 9131
FIREPLACE
SHOPPE
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky. 753-4150
-
DEAR ABBY: Why is it that nobody has any respect for
children? I am 10 years old and notice it a lot, especially
when I go to the market for my mother.
When I try to get in line at the checkout counter, I'm
always pushed aside by some adult who cuts right in front
of me. My friends say this happens to them, too.
Please print my letter, Abby, so adults will know how
we feel I'm pretty sure you will be on our side. 
_
NEEDS RESPECT
DEAR NEEDS: I AM on your side. Adults should treat
children with as much respect as they treat grownups.
Besides, in teaching children to respect others, example is
the best teacher.
DEAR ABBY: Six months ago I discovered that my
husband was having an affair, and we've been separated
ever since. I've filed for divorce, but until we are officially
divorced, as far as I'm concerned, technically we're still
married.
Recently the wife of the president of my husband's firm
invited him to a dinner party and told him he could bring a
date.
I feel the hostess was out of line to have made that offer.
I have no desire to have my` husband suffer undue
punishment, but it's my feeling that society's ready
acceptance of a person's dating while he is technically still




DEAR MIFFED: "Separation" means different things to
different people. If a divorce is in the works, most people
"date," unless their lawyers forbid It.' • - -
I can't agree that the hostess was "out of line" foi
inviting your estranged husband to bring a date.
DEAR- ABBY: I used to think that your column was
form of glorified gossip and I turned up my nose at it. But I
couldn't resist reading the letters, which span the human
condition in such touching personal ways.
Those letters and your spirited, succinct replies remind
me that unless life is really felt and experienced fully, it
isn't really life.
At times I wonder why people's small problems gain
such a big audience. Then I realize that these are not
"small problems" but signs of individuals struggling to
make their lives more livable and meaningful. Through
your column I lose my cynicism (which as a journalist I
acquire easily). I am moved. I am touched. Thank you.
STEVEN CARTWRIGHT, ORONO, ME.
DEAR STEVEN: The reaction of my readers means a
great deal to me. Thanks for writing. Your letter made my
day.
CONFIDENTIAL TO YOU: Are you registered to vote?
If not, why not? You don't know where to register? Phone
either the Republican or Democratic Party headquarters,
tell them where you live and ask them where you should
register.
"The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is that
good men do nothing." (Edmund Burke)
Sammy's Bait Shop
Located Hwy. 54 East
4 Miles East of Dresden
(16 Miles West of Paris)
Phone 364-2632
Murray, Ky
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Let's Stay Well By F J L Blasingarne, M_D
Shaving Patients Before
Surgery May Increase Infections
q: Mr. P. McD. is plaiiiiin MD., of the Foothills Hospital
to have laulletY In a telt,. lb -Calgary, • Atbertr----As
weeks, but he dreads to have reported in the "Chicago
all the hair shaved off his Tribune," his studies showed
- abdomen. He went thrOiigh a lower rate of postoperative
infection among patients who
had surgery without shaving
the skin than in those who
were routinely shaved prior to
the operation. Eliminating
routing shaving in order to
reduce infections was
favorably commented upon by
Hiram Polk, M.D., chairman
of the department of surgery
at the University of Louisville
in Kentucky.
This study involved so-
called clean wound surgery
andAlid not involve the lower
bowel (large intestine) of the
urinary tract.
When infection occurs in a
wound after surgery, the
morbidity and mortality rates
go up, and the patient has to
spend extra time in the
hospital. According to Dr.
Cruse, a postoperative in-
fection requires on the
such an experience years ago.
The 'skin was scratched in
several places and became
sore. The itching and other
discomfort as the hair grew
out after surgery was a
nuisance for several weeks.
He asks whether such
shaving before surgery is
necessary.
- A: At a recent national
meeting of the American
College of Surgeons, a paper




Harold's car, stolen from a
parking lot, was quickly recov-
ered only a block away. But his
beloved golf dubs were missing
from the trunk. Could he hold the
parking lot liable for his loss?
In a court hearing, Harold
demanded compensation. He ar-
gued that when the lot took re-
sponsibility for his car, it also
took responsibility for "normal"
contents—such as golf clubs.
But the court turned Harold
down. Even though many motor-
ists are golfers, said the court, •
parking lot need not assume there .
is a set of dubs in every trunk.
Generally speaking, a parking
lot is not responsible for a car's
unrliarloeed contents. In fact,
there may be some doubt of liabil-
ity even if the contents are dis-
closed.
In another case a man who left
his car overnight in • parking
garage reported the theft of
$25,000 in jewelry. Claiming dam-
ages from the garage, he pointed
out in court that he had called the
attendant's attention to the jew-
grY•
But the court denied his claim,
saying it was unreasonable for •
him to think the night attendant
at a garage would have the au-
thority to take on such a major
responsibility.
The (company) is in the busi-
ness of storing cars," said the
court, "not jewelry."
In most cases, however, an at-
tendant's promise to "keep an
eye on" a car's contents is held
legally binding on the company.
One woman, leaving her car in a
parking structure, asked the man-
ager if the dresses she had in the
back seat would be safe.
"Definitely," be replied. But
the dresses did vanish and the
woman did sue.
At the trial the company pro-
tested that the manager had "ex-
ceeded his authority" under com-
pany rules. But the court said it
must pay anyhow. The court said
the woman, knowing nothing of
the company's internal arrange-
ments, had every raison to rely
on what the manager told her.
A public service feature of the
American Bar Association and
the kentuelty Bar Association.
11; 1977 American Bar Association
Will be Closed for ,
VACATION
Dec. 23 thru Jan. 3, 1978
1..,753-5273 Murray, Ky.
LARGE VQL1Thit-IOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR 
average 10.2 days of extra
hospttatization. ---
At•turrent rates, such ex-
tensions of hospital stays
require Americans to spend
over ;3 billion for surgieal
wound infections. Any
management that might
lessen them could result in
considerableikaiidarsaVitiga
in addition to avoiding the
added risk and suffering.
Also, according to Dr. Polk,
"Shaving is a nuisance, a
waste of time, and it is not
necessary for most patients."
Washing the skin over the
operative area with soap and
water was found to be helpful
in reducing the incidence of
wound- --inlectlean..__—after
surgery.
Shaving the skin is essential
in certain cases. Such shaving
is widely practiced in almost
all cases in the vast majority
of hospitals at the present
time. You may want to discuss
this matter with your surgeon
prior to surgery and follow his
advice, depending upon his •
practice and the kind of
surgery you are to have.
Dr. Cruse's research may
have the effect of gradually
reducing the practice of skin
shaving in clean surgical
cases.
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Prices Start Dec 16
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OUR EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICE
Choose from these great titles, plus many more: Fleet-
wood Mac - "Rumours"; Barry Manilow - "Live"; "Star
Wars" Original Sountrack; Peter Frampton - "I'm In
You"; Kiss - "Love Gun"; Eagles - "Hotel California";
K.C. and the Sunshine Band Vol. III; Waylon Jennings -
"01' Waylon". Too many to list here, so come to see the





The potc y of Rose a is to nave every
tidy-need item rt Nock If lot Some ts,
madders reason lha advertised me
chancel'se not in stock. So... we
owe a hen check on request Mal can
be used to purchase the merchandise
re Sr. saie price when the merchandise
is evadable, or comparable insr
chandese we be °flared si corn
Parabh reduced or. It to the honest
intention of Rose's to back-up me
policy 01 Seestacton Guaranteed
AhrOyli
ROSE S STORES INC
.11.111. ..••••••••••• 1.1...•••••••• /Mb OW 
41,.. owe,
•
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Schedules For The Week Of Dec. 24-Dec. 30
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WNGE-2
600- Movie Mechim













































1:30- Fos City 5
2:00- News Cont.
2:30 - Imams in Ed.
























4:00- Wend of Sports
5:30-News
too _ Lawrence we&
7:00 - Tallith.
7:30-Operation Pen.







1:30- ille. GIMIMat ... .
10:00- Thunder ••••





































































7:00 - Howse of W0f.
7:30 - Amazing Grace
3:00-Lint.  lithe Rascals






1:30 - Christmas Is
















0:30 - Orel Roberts
P00-Gospel Mr
10:00 - Oree• Ape
IC 30 - AMAIN'S, Anise-
es







7 30- Jeff's Calk







il: 30 _ /wry spoc.











Al of Us to All of


























915 - Hamihon Bro.
9:30-Changed lives






730- kohl of Trek
11:00-Ghost keen
11:30- Week.
9, oo _ 1st oar.
10:00- Coors 3
1030 - Foe the Natio
11:00- This is the UM
11:0- NSA BaskedmsSerrke
2:00-Fleet, Bowl Pew
Shit. Of Arhenlitsitt .....,




1 Ao _ movies
-





















6:00- Welt Disisol --
7:00 - ems Who Were
titre Christmas









7:31 - On Oer Own














DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WNGE-2
6:00 - Geed Mem Am.
7:30-Bete Show








11:30 - kens Hope
































































































7:30 - Mornings se 5














10:00 - Match Game





1:30 - GUM, light
































TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WNGE-2




5:30 - Cotes Pete
6:15-Hews










3.00- Movie: "The Wor
Between Men end
Women"

































10:00 - 12 Reports






II :00- Movie 2: 'Tut
Ross Tete"
12:30 - PTI Club
2:30 - Newsweek
TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WNGE-2
























3:30-Movie: ' 'Term -
its"





7:00 - GS Reports
3:00-M•A'S'N
8:30-One Day





12:30 - Movies & Med





















TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY ,
WNGE-2
4:30 - home Theo Tune
7:00-Eight Is












I:00 - Charles Angels
10:00-News





















6:30 - Nashville Nes.
7:00 -Ginty Adams














dy Up There Likes Mt


















1:00 - Ilerney Milo
1-10- Carter Cratere




11:00 - Jones at 15








COO - &mei Five-0
9:00- Bernaby Jews
10:00 - News
10 90 - Gammen






3:00 - James e 15





6:30- World of A 10010111
7:00- Walton
11:00- Newel Rve-0
9:00 - Sentery Jewel




TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WNGE-2
ikse- Illeppets



















7:00 - C/0 51serhee
Chios
co_ ba,...4
1, ge _ goilicy





7:00 - Wender Women



























Today we look at the
daughter of a famous singer
whose single has broken chart
records and a rock group
whose latest album reminds
us of the Jan ragtime of the
early teens & 20's.
Debby BOOM
For the first time since 1955,
Debby I3oone's hit single "You
Light • Up My Life" has
become the first single to
remain at No, one for ten
weeks. The last time this
happened in 1955 was Perez
Prado's 1955 instrumental,
"Cherry Pink and Apple
Blossom White," according to
Billboard Magazine.
The young female vocalist
has a lot going for her. For one
thing she is the daughter of the








by J. D. Lancaster
were tops during the fifties
and sixties. Another reason is
that she has a beautiful voice;
and of course, talent runs in
her family.
The Lp is pretty good,
although a few of the cuts do
not have the chart power as
"You Light Up My Life." The
hit single incidentally is taken
from the motion picture
bearing the same name and
probably has outsold the
movie box office tickets.
There are some beautiful
cuts on the album such as
"Micol 's Theme" and "When I
Look At You." Orchestration
throughout the album is
superb in every respect.
There ii„aidro some rehash of
old material such as a slowed
down version of the Supreme's
1••••••  • INIM OMEN, .M1=1,
hit, "When The Lovelight
Starts Shining Through His
'Eyes," the Beatles "From Me
To You" and "End of the
World" which was first per-
formed by Skeeter Davis and
later Herman's Hermits, The
Lp would appeal to everyone
except hard rock fans.
Emerson, Le
and Pahifer
Keith Emerson, Greg Lake
and Carl Palmer have pulled
the irony of ironies on their
latest album. What they have
done is keep their hard rock
style on some cuts and added a
twenties or earlier Ftegthne
beat with a touch of jars and
even thrown in a Christmas
single along the way. -
The Lp is entiteld simply
enough "Works, Vol. II" and
Stamps In The New
The Isle of Jersey, one of the
English Channel Islands — and
NOT to be confused with the
State of New Jersey in this
country — is having a special
celebration this year -honoring
the 125th anniversary of its Vic-
toria College for Boys. To com-
memorate the , occasion, the
Jersey Post Office has issued
four new stamps of beautiful
design.
Collectors who specialize in
"Victorians" — items per-
taining to the reign of Queen
Victoria — will welcome these
new stamps.
The 7-pence stamp depicts
the arrival of Queen Victoria
with Prince Albert in 1846 prior
to the opening of the college.
The 1042-p shows how the col-
lege looked at the time of its
completion. The 11-p reproduc-
es the bronze statue of Sir
AP Newsfeatures
By SYD KRONISH
Galahad, remembered by all
who have passed through the
college since 1924 as a me-
morial to the courage of 128
students of Victoria who gave
their lives during World War I.
The 13-p illustrates College Hall
where full-size portraits of
Queen Victoria and Prince Al-
bert were unveiled at the
school's opening in 1852.
Each of the new stamps
bears Queen Elizabeth's vig-
nette and the inscription "Vic-
toria College 125th-Anniversa-
Ustinov's 'Dear Me' Is
A Pleasurable Methoir
DEAR ME. By Peter Ustinov.
Atlantic Little-Brown. 374
Pages. $9.95.
In his 55 years, Peter Ustinov
has been a television, stage and
movie actor, movie and opera
director, playwright, novelist,
producer and short story
writer, as well as renowned ra-
conteur.
He has earned two Oscars
1"Spartacus" and "Topkapi"),
three Emmys, a Grammy and
the New York Drama Critics
Best Play award ("Love of
Four Colonels"), as well as my
own award for "Romanoff and
Juliet." He has been a Rector
at Scotland's Dundee Univer-
sity and has, of late, been most
active with UNICEF. He's been
married three times. Now, he
has written his memoirs,
"when total recall has not yet
invaded the cavities of the
mind left empty by the in-
activity of retirement."
One hopes Peter Ustinov will
never retire, for he is a most
engaging fellow, a witty in-
tellectual with a sense and a
sensitivity of humour ( a dry
British humor, thus the spell-
ing) that begins with self-mock-
ery. His first acting role, as a
child, was as a pig in a drama-
tized nursery rhyme, of which
he notes: "I do not think that
one can argue that one started
one's career from the bottom
with any more eloquent proof
than to produce a document
stating that one was adequate
in the part of a pig."
Ustinov begins his auto-
biography before the beginning,
by tracing his Russian roots
across borders to Germany and
England in a fascinating and
often funny account, with
analytic asides on his parental
relationships. School in Eng-
land provides a most entertain-
ing chapter leading up to his of-
ten hilarious recounting of his
army tenure, when he got his
first experiences in film-mak-
ing, along with Carol Reed and
David Niven. His professional
career is recalled, somewhat
cursorily, an admirer would
think, as well as his personal
problems, of marriage and
money. Much, too, is a forum
for Ustinov's personal philoso-
phy on everything from sports
and sex to acting and politics.
The technique of the alter ego
— thus, "Dear Me," — is deba-
tably effective and the occa-
sional corpulence of the prose
provides minor setbacks to the
total enjoyment of the mem-
oirs. But, there's more than
enough of man and manners
for a pleasant prose meeting




Did You Know ...
More than a decade's work
preceded Sept. 23, 1968,
when Governor Louie B.
Nunn pressed a button in the
new KET studios putting the
first network program on the
air.
Did You Know ...
The average Kentucky ele-
mentary student views two to





All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
'large Selection of Colitry





8 Track Reg. 7.95
The Eorg.ti Selotion of Topes ond Albums in This Aro.,
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center 753-5865
.re
The 1977 Mint Set of U.S.
Commemorative Stamps is a
popular purchase for gift or
collection. The colorful folder
contains all the 27 com-
memorative and special stamps
of the United States issued due.
tog 1977 and a brief description
of each issue. The cover of the
1977 Mint Set features a mon-
tage of artwork related to the
stamps that wraps around all
three sides of the folder.
Among the 1977 issues are
three blocks of four stamps —
Pueblo Indian Pottery, But-
terflies, and Skilled Hands for
Independence — plus the pair
of Energy stamps focusing at-
tention on energy conservation.
The set is available for $4 at
your post office or you may or-
der your sets at the same price
per set plus a 50-cent handling
charge ( for each order) from
the Philatelic Sales Branch, US
Postal Service, Washington,
D.C. 20265.
The Minkus New World Wide
Stamp Catalog, Volume I: 1977-
78 edition, is now available at
your stamp dealer. This greatly
expanded and updated edition
now comes in three separate
parts, each bound in a durable
and flexible cover. It contains
aver 105,000 entries reflecting
prices based on today's market.
More than 27,500 illustrations
enable the collector to identify
the stamps.
Part I ($11.95) has the
stamps of the British Com-
monwealth and Ireland. Part II
($11.95) contains the stamps of
Free Asia and Africa. Part III
($9•95) features Latin America.
Another new addition to the
catalog scene is the 196-page
H.E. Harris publication entitled
"Postage Stamp Price Index."
It shows price trends for nearly
all U.S. and Canadian stamps
issued since 1845. The new in-
- dex covers used and unused
singles, plate blocks, coil pairs,
air mails, special deliveries,
postage dues and hunting per-
mit stamps. The book sells for
$2.25. The retail prices are tak-
en from the H.E. Harris "US-
BNA Catalog."
It did not take long for
Cyprus to pay a philatelic trib-
ute to Archbishop Makarios
who died Aug. 3. Cyprus issued
three new stamps depicting
portraits of the late President
of the Republic of Cyprus. The
values are 20, 60 and 250 mils.
••••
LS a followup from their first
"Works" double Lp.Cine of the
sharpest cuts is the old Scott
Joplin hit of Maple Leaf Rag
played on the ivories by Keith
Emerson and backed by the
London Philharmonic
Orchestra. It is very well done
and would bring back fond
memories from a few of our
senior citizens. Other lam and
ragtime cuts are "Tiger In A
Spotlight" and "Honky Tonk
Train Blues." Also included is
a sharp but beautiful rendition
of "Show Me The Way To Go
Hard, rock cuts include the , _
remake of "Brain Salad
Surgery" and "So Far To
Fall" with great drums by
Carl Palmer. Vocals by Greg
Lake reign supreme in
"Watching Over You" and the
new Christmas single, "I
Believe in Father Christmas."
This lp has a lot to offer and all





Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida .
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
the state's most complete play-
ground for singles and families
alike. Check these features .
O 650 ft. on Beach & Ocean
• 300 Rooms, Efficiencies.
Suites & Apartments
O Restaurant & Lounge








Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
Color TV & Refrigerator
Tennis & Golf Privileges
65 Miles to Disney Woild
Daily door-to-door Bus
Service available
O Free chaise lounges
El Ample self parking
Come play in our playground
it s Daytona 's most complete




2075 S Atlantic Ave
I
P.O Box 7437
I Daytona Beach. Fla 32016 I
Ph (904) 255-6461
I Please sena new color













City State _ _ 1
m The Following Insurance Offices
Will Be Closed
Mon., Dec. 26th



















The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board of
Cmenrytistrioners- -hereby -solicits. seated btds for the
lease of approximately 800 square feet of space for a
retail pharmacy to be located on the ground floor of
the Hospital's Professional Office Building. Up to
1,000 additional square feet of storage space can be
made available at $7.50 per square foot.
The proposed lease will run for a period of three (3)
years and the Hospital will not accept a bid for less
than $7.50 per square foot annually plus a per-
centage of gross revenue.
The bids will be deposited in the Board Room at thel
Hospital, 803 Poplar Street, Murray, Kentucky, on
or before 2:00 p.m., C.S. T., January 17,1978.
The Board of Commissioners of tile Murray-
Calloway County Hospital reserves the absolute
right to refusal of any and all bids or to waive any
and all informalities in the bidding. No bid shall 'be
withdrawn for a period of sixty (60) days sub-
sequent to the opening of the bids without consent of
the owner.
For further information on the pharmacy bid, con-
tact Stuart Poston, Administrator, Murray-
Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar Street,




The mayor and common council will accept bids
on Pick-up trucks for the Water and Gas Depart-
ments. Bids should be received in the City Clerks
office no later than 5:00 p.m., Wednesday, Jan.
18, 1978. ,Copies of specifications may-be obtained
at Clerk's office, City Hall Bldg., 5th and Poplar
Streets, Murray, Kentucky.
1 legal Notice
AS OF DECEMBER 21,
1977, I, the undersigned
will no longer be.
responsible for any
. debts other than my
own. James A. Wilson.
2 Notice
NOTICE THE FLEA
:Market, 3 miles-West of
.Dover, Tennessee (at
the Big Indian) has flat
sbeet fiberglass 4' x 4',
all colors, thousands of
sheets. Also go by and
see Joe Bailey or Linda
Dill if you have any
article around the attic,
garage or etc.. that you
would like to turn into
cash.
2. Notice
JUST ARRIVED 12 carat




IF YOU PRAY for
something you sincerely
need, will God answer
you? Only if you are
faithfully doing HIS
WILL. If not the results
will be as if you picked
up your phone and
began to talk without
dialing. You may have a
sincere need for a
doctor, policeman, etc.
But there would be no
answer. For Bible proof
read Colossians 3:1-25,
Romans 12:1-21, St.



















Store, Murray, Ky. Call
753-1272.
WILL BE BUYING fur
Monday through
Saturday anytime after
12 noon for 2 months. 641
South on Tom Taylor
Road. Watch for sign,













Aid Sales. Free Service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200




Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
Wouki you Nits to rids
o(rChUrCh Eka to &IF
day School and mor-
ning worship services
at-





WHAT WE DO „BEST is
care. Needhne, 753-6333.
IN MEMORY OF Loris 0.
Rogers. This time of the
year we each wish
happiness and cheer to
those we meet, while,
within our own hearts---
we feel an empty space
that has been there since
December 22, 1976 when
our loved one went to the
Heavenly Home. We
know that the suffering
has ended and her
happiness is eternal and
exceeds anything we
will ever know until we
are called to join her.
We, her family, sin-
cerely feel she has
deserved so many good
things that God surely
had stored up for her.
She 'gave so freely, so
much to so many for so
long, even when we
knew she was suffering.
She loved to tell others
God's love and good-
ness. We are so grateful
to our Heavenly Faille
for the opportunity of
having her in our family
as our friend and loved
one. She was so special
to us, though she never
would admit it, in reality
I was only her step-
daughter. Nell Evans.









in Murray. Call 753-8761.
LOST TWO puppies,
black and white, 8 weeks
old. In Sherwood Forest
area. Call 753-8147.
LOST WHITE gold set of
ladies wedding rings in
vicinity of DeVanti's or




morning shift. Apply in











HEY, MAN! WHERE SHOOLP













YOu SOUL.D ASi1 +1EREi





LIGANDA ... CUBA ...
RUSSIA...
104.r-Cle













within a Mental Health
center. Master in
Mental Health related
field, Min. 5 yrs ex-
perience. Salary $15,000




233 W. 9th., Street,
Owensboro, Kentucky





--Bend (2) 13 cent stamps
to: Hair Products, Box
526, Jenkintown, Pa.
19046.
RN CHARGE 7 a.m.-3:30








M.F.G. OF CAR burglary
alarms including all
equipment total parts
- and stock over 16
thousand, sell for 5
thousand, To be moved





business start ups, first
and second mortgage
loans, signature loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
some 61/2 per cent loans.
All projects considered.
Call 1-502-885-1795
between 3 and 11 p.m., 7
days a week.
10 Business Opportunity
"Novi World Too Ms To ABM
Toot Outo %Ansa Me
Tooter'
many
with an Mee et
12.500 up to 950,000
In many cases financing
available on ow credit and ex-
pansion plan, if you qualify.
For complete information,
without obligation SEND:
Name _ _ _
Address _ - - -- -






PH: 21163-9144 i Ala
1-800-188.8444 Outside Ala,
14 Want To Buy
15 Articles For Sale
WEED EATERS
Clippie, $19.99, Weedie
Model 500 or 507, while
--they last,-149.99:-Wailin
Hardware, Paris.
SKIL SAW sale. Model
574, 714", 1% HP, $29.99,








15. Articles For Sale
FOR SALE. Paneling-80
patterns from $2.75 to
$7.50. 1/2'-4 x 8 plywood
$6.50. 48'-4 x 8 Particle
board $3.25. 4 x 8 ex-
terior siding starting at
$6.00 All sizes wagon
wheel and yoke light
fixtures. New supply
cabinet topping .30 cents
per ft. 2 x 4's-8' .70 cents
each. Vanities-All sizes.
Mobile home skirting for
a 12 x 60-3' high $63.00
Desks, chairs, safes and
file cabinets. 2 and 4
drawer insulated files.
Ross & Tuck Salvage
Mdse., Inc. Hwy. 45, 1
mi. South Martin, Tn.
Phone 587-2420, Martin,
Tn., 38237. Open on Sat.
until 3:00 p.m.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE,
$15 delivered, $11 you
pickup. Call 767-4258.
WOOD FOR SALE. Will
deliver. Call 437-4617.
Gallimores Restaurant
In Downtown Hazel will be serving
Christmas Dinner Saturday, Decem-






















N TIME PI §
g TO BUY!
A NN Check These Christmas.A.‘„ /N
N 
Gift Ideas For That
Special Lady %
,- Holiday Fabric NN, Machines













$15 and up per rick.
Delivered prompt
delivery. $12 per rick if









Call 435-4194 after 5.
SKIL ROUTER sale, 1/2


















435-4238, after 5 p.m.
20 Sports Equipment
SAILBOATS 20 per cent
off AlIF Sunfish and
Force 5. Free delivery
within 50 miles. Great
Christmas gift for whole
family. Ky. Lake Sails,
Highway 62, Calvert
City, Ky. Wednesday-









stored locally. Reported Me
pew. Itittpensatit party cue
tube at big saving on low
payment belence. Write lopfin






Areed Cestly 14•Aw hymn
Kelly's Termite
Pest Control
None ••••41 and opore•mi wqr
port. Do rat siso my menet oda OA






GO CARTS, 3 HP, $279.95;




8 piece, $39.99; 10 piece,
$54.95. Choice of color.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
BATH TUBS - Borg




SKIL HEAVY ki" drill
with spade handle,
Model 510 only $39.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
CUSTOM MADE mat-
tress for antique beds or
campers. Buy direct




West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136- South

















Come Out & Test Drive One
Cain's AMC, Jeep Inc.
806 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, Ky. - 753-6448
rer) ill Olt 110 itil ee*
Forty gawk= geo• ag2ggjg Early American styling with a
distinctive country look in a cabinet of Pine veneers and har-
dwood solids Overhang top and straight bracket base Deluxe
three-piece gallery Concealed casters H 32. W 37" D 1942'
25" Diagonal
Standard Features
.GT-Matic II Color Tuning
.Deluxe 30,000-volt GT-MO Solid-State Chassis

































Coats, jackets, Dresses, Jeans, Tops Shirts
aps, Gloves, jumpsuits, Gaucho Sets
Socks, Gowns, Pajamas, Robes Sleepers









4i $I It it it Ill t ill b
10.•-
„
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WANTED A RESPON-
SIBLE person to take up
payments on a 25" color
TV. J & B Music—
Magnewx.Call 753-7575.
ZENITH CHRISTMAS.
Sale, all T.V.'s reduced.
Dne year_frea.sarniason
all color TV. 'a.
November until
Christmas. Sissons can
save you money. All
service guaranteed. It
pays to shop at Sissons,
Highway 94„ 18 miles
West of Murray. Call
382-2174.
THE FOLKS at Sunset
Boulevard urge you to
hurry and lay-away that
Pioneer Car Stereo for
Christmas to guarantee
to have the Pioneer you
want. Pioneers great
,demand nationwide this
year has already caused
a shortage on some








1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths,








16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.







fireplace. On Ky. Lake,
10 miles from Murray.
$125 per month. Call 1-
726-6902.
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Bag & Beads
NEW HOURS THU CHRISTMAS --
OPEN SUNDAYS 1-5
OPEN EVENINGS TIL 8:00
A 11 decked out for
















Bargain Barn, 13th and
Main Christmas Eve.
9:30-3 ci.m.
25 ACRES WITH several
beautiful building sites
and over 1300 ft. of high-
way frontage. Located
withing minutes of Ky.















and 2 bedroom mobile




rent, pasture land also
available. Call Mike
Brannack 753-8850

















Just in time for Christmas
Get Your Christmas





























square feet of com-
fortable, welt--detil_gllgt





private patio with gas
grill and we could go oi.
and on? Why not take a
look at this quality
home—it may be just
what you've been
looking for. Phone 753-
1222. Kopperud Realty.
WALLET WATCHERS —
4 bedrooms, 1% story -
located on deep lot near
university - priced in the




Realty, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact us at 753-
1222. Also if you have
been wanting to pur-
chase acreage, contact
us for an update on
properties listed for sale
in Calloway County. We
at Kopperud Realty
provide a complete
range of Real Estate





1.74 acres. Adjoins L&N
Railroad right-of-way on
the East side. Excellent
location for retail or
service businesses. If
interested, call Stinson














'Complete Line of Parts I
Accessories N





















Having a hard time deciding on a
gift? is
Why not give a gift certificate
from Fancy Plants.
Any Amount Available
Store Hours through Christmas
11-6 Mon.-Sat., 1-4 Sunday
Dixieland Shopping Center
753-9668
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on this duplex - Make 11-
13 per cent on your in-
vestment - also have
income property
available in the form of
































9-9 Weekdays - 1-6 Sunday
"Sayings up to Se% & more
For The Entire Family"
753-110, 
Leather Coats
Up To 50% 
1 Group
$69"As Low As











$2"Starting as low 13
Huge Selection of
T-Shirts
Huge Selection of 















, why t• ow. Or logy • LOW owl Savo Cowie% sod roe* to ossoilo 0.566,Po 24•14 Woord•roll tort •Wf 000dool 96op 11.1. riert rho. room to Colts.awl god b. WO 1..








IcornpIete AIM hats. horns. noisemaker:i-
on( ichaterern
Terry Willie and Shelia Knight
Vm•alist and
"3 Piece Country & 'Western-riand"
' Dancing I a. m.
‘c2. Dis-c








,$.1.6,11Q riots lot • iNiffile..4. *TIM Wet;
Why Not JOIN OUR Party?







11 1411 Main Murray Ky 1533682 1E




.Uligd.y some goad tinting on mantel or table. This
imedliimal Concord clock has electric pendulum WOVIHRIMI
for accurate timeiteepiaa; hand-grained Woodtone finish
case, floral accented find with owthentic looking keyhole;
lustrous front crystal. 21"14.: 12"W a




of the season's wishes
are bound your way.

















=MN Presenting 1978 ZENITH COLOR TV.
COMMERCIAL featuring
PROPERTY for sale.
'Located ' on. Saler -
Street. Ideal location for
restaurant, or any retail
business. This is a 137' x





Little cash needed to
move into this lovely





fenced yard. Call for
11 appointment 753-3263.



























Devi Friday Sohn Til DO D












CH ,T OLOUThe quality goes in before the name goes co.








INC., has provided over
a quarter of a century ot -
continuous service. If
you need an appraisal to
determine the value of
your property or in-










For a Christmas your
family won't forget give
them this lovely home
that offers something
for everyone. A large
well planned kitchen
with all kinds of cabinets
and storage. A big den, 2
baths, 3 bedrooms with
large closets. 150 x 250
lot...Let us show you this
home today. Call or






List Your Property W, th Us
SOS MiinSe. 75341111



















$29.99; 5 year guaran-
tee, 632.59. Maintenance
free 5 year guarantee,
$39.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
49 Used Cars Trucks
1172 CHEVELLE 350, red
with black stripes ex-
cellent condition. Mag
wheels. Will sell or
trade for Chevelle or
Camaro. Call 492-8658.
1976 PINTO, 4 speed, one
owner, excellent con-
dition. $2499. Call 753-
8899.
CHRISTMAS SPECIALS.
Il.163 Ford I/4 ton truck,
$400. 1968 Otelaytiobile, 2
door hirdtop, $200. 1968
Plymouth, 2 door hard-
to chone from.
Call 75343170 McClures •




Have a Happy Prepaid Christmas




075 DATSUN pickup with













$4.00 Extra If No Trade-In










Roll Top Bread Box
Picture Poster Raisin Racks
Egg Coddlers
-Salt Grinders
p•- Individual Cookie Cutter
v. Glass Punch Ladles









Mb and Poplar Msiny,K






condition. $375 firm. Call
753-7271 after 5 p.m.
1976 EL CAMINO, 8700
miles. Call 753-4520 after
5:30 p.m.
1 9 7 6 CHEVROLET
window van. Midas
touch. Air condition.
Gold shag carpet. Four
captains chairs. Two
seats make bed. Two
tables, refrigerator and
storage box. Call 443-









steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove
without jacket. Call 436-
2204.
49 Used Cars & Trucks











by saving you money.
Call 759-1820.
WILL HAUL ANY type of
white rock, rip rap, and








fecient service. No job
too small. Call Erne0-
White, 753-0605. .0' 4-
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call











Let us help you with





ffsff SAW TN C0flahiA
Portable* Typewriters ' Attache Cases
*Pen Sets *Desk Accessories
tea Many gift items for that 'Special" boss or













1977 Pontiac Bonneville, 4 door demonstrator
1976 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme, 4 door, double
power and air, new car trade in.
1975 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, extra clean, new car
trade in.
1974 Pontiac Grand Prix, all the extras, new car
trade in.
1974 Chevrolet Pick-up Cheyenne, double power and
air, new car trade in.
1973 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door, extra clean, low mileage.
1973 Mazda with rotary motor and air, extra clean.
_ 1973 Pontiac, 4 door, double power and air.
1971 Dodge Station Wagon, 9 passenger.
1972 Dodge Monaco, 4 door.
1968 Oldsmobile, 4 door, double power and air
1968 Oldsmobile 88, double power and air
Highest trade-ins on good used cars
woorm. PURDOM
Olds Palatine - Udine
"SetwOrtitgwoonersAgeOW
• _ _
































Have a holiday Ring in light-
looted slings. They'll brighten your
outfits with silvery shimmer





Tool Boxes For Pickup's,
Same Price As Last Year. '99.00 included Ky. Tax
Every man with a pickup needs his
own tool box.
. Flip Twi tuIs kally ta MO.
Viding Tray OP It
(hi End, Side lpreurnix thefi
Can lie used U.S IVIMIHMV rtperlSe
• ,Or
! •
IWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLETNC,ci sox vas 7s3mummy KENTUCKY 42071
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FENCE SALES at Sears
ELECTRIC WIRING
now. Call Doug Taylor -home-and iildttSETida, Mi-
st 753-2310 for iree conditioning, and





Company Inc. Air con-







exterior. Also dry wall



















Satisfied Customers Are Our
Main Concern"
1404 West lank • 753-S315
MICROWAVE OVEN WITH
Automatic Chef Temperature Control
Cooks accurately withoc, you wotcP,n9 hto guesswork
no overcooking /8995
Murray Appliance Co.
















Fri S Sal 8230
•Hatr Cuts •Shoves
209 Walnut Street
-Etft Aderwarber after 518 to-stsirre moot service nett day 153-
3115
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John










"WE ip)wi-r -tot_eRATEN•re / MEN ON THIS












Bowling Balls Bowling Rigssi,00IL OFF Upto $1 On OFF
Free Drilling + a Free game)
Pro Lint'
-A-Golf Clubs Balls • Bags
ALL REDUCED
Jackets, V-Neck Sweaters, Shirts and




1415 Main St. 753-2202
)041) 660.111,0014816411
As you begin a - lifetime together your beautifully
matched Keepsake wedding rings are perfect symbols
of the love you share. They are superbly styled in
elegant 14 carat gold Keepsake matched wedding
rings are designed to please every possible taste
from classic, to contemporaty to avant garde .. and
to assure lasting pride and satisfaction.
VERNON'S
Western Store






Buy 1 Pair Get
2nd Pair FREE!
t 7 Styles Casual
i) Shoes
Men & Women
Buy 1 Pair Get






ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field









DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,













struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.



















by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor











TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
LICENSED ELEL-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
FREE BEAUTIFUL
white 3 month old
puppy. Will be small to
medium size. Will make
a lovely pet. Call 753-
6781.










Extra sharp 4 bedroom home recently listed on
west side of Murray. This extremely neat home
features economical central gas heat for those
cold winter days ahead, immaculate lan-
dscaping, attached garage, cozy den, and step-
saving kitchen. This is an excellent buy in the
low 40's. If you want to make the family happy in





George Gallagher 7531179 Geri Andersen 753-7937
Marry Patterson 497-1307 Rill Kopperoal 753-1722
3411 Rayburn 753-4474 -
4LO..
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hen it became known that the Son-of God was born to
Mary, all bowed down to worship him. The Wise Men set forth
on their journey, for tO—them alone had the Star miraculously
appeared. It guided them to where Jesus lay. There they
presented their regal gifts and adored Him.
Christmas Greetings
e awesome wonder of Jesus' holy birth and the lesson of
His life will forever enlighten the hearts and minds of people
everywhere. As all join to celebrate in the exultant spirit of this
hallowed season, we extend best wishes and heartfelt gratitude









































Kim & Shawn Tharpe
Terry Caviit
Doug Story
Mike Gough
Jimmy Sykes
Scott Sumerville
Keith Boyle
Mike Sykes
Bad Washer
Jimmy Graham
Nicky Knight
Chad Cochran
Mark Ferguson
Donnie Thompson
Ray Ferguson
Ronnie Smith
David Story
Cindy Tripp
Trey Britt
••••
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